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CHAPTER I
PLAN OF THE STUDY

Introduction
During the 1960's higher education experienced tremendous growth.
The number of full time students enrolled doubled from three to six
million.^"

New institutions were created to meet the demand for access

to college.
In response to this demand many state universities established
branch campuses. The process by which these branches were founded
". .. is the unique product of a series of events, circumstances, and
personalities set in a distinct economic, social, and political environ2
ment." The establishment and development of the University of Minnesota,
Morris, is no exception.
Authorized by the Board of Regents on October 31» 1959» University
of Minnesota President J. L. Morrill announced on November 5» 1959» that
first year college courses would be offered at the West Central School
of Agriculture and Experiment Station at Morris, Minnesota. He cited
the recommendations of the 1957-59 Legislative Interim Commission on
Higher Education, the 1957-59 Legislative Interim Commission on Agricul
tural Schools, and Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 2, of April 9» 1959»
as in accord with the Regents' action. President Morrill stressed that
the Regents had only authorized the ". .. experimental 'beginning' of
"""Priorities for Action: Final Report of the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education, p. 63•
^Lee, E. C., and Bowen, F. M., The Multicampus University, p. 8.

2
first year college instruction for the school year 1960-61. . .
An editorial in the November 8, 1959i Minneapolis Tribune, "'U'
Regents' Action Raises Questions," reminded the Regents that the resolu
tion of the legislature had only urged the Regents to "consider establish
ing college courses" at Morris and Crookston, and report to the legisla4
ture their conclusions by January 15, 1961. The Regents' action was
also in conflict with the University's previous position of opposing
decentralization. "Yet the University, which was no more than neutral on
the Morris proposal at the legislative session, now is putting the Morris
plan into effect next fall, in advance of legislative authorization and
5

legislative appropriations."

Significance
The decision by the Board of Regents was clearly a departure
from the University's opposition to developing campuses throughout the
state. The University of Minnesota had, for example, grudgingly accepted
Duluth State .Teachers College as a University campus in 19^7. At a
Senate legislative finance committee hearing in 1957» a state senator
brought up the subject of the University's sponsoring college courses
on the Morris agriculture school campus. Morrill stated: "To
"*U* to Offer College Level Work at Morris," University of
Minnesota News Service, November 5» 1959«
4
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 2, passed by the Senate,
April, 1959, and House of Representatives, April 13, 1959#
5

"'U* Regents' Action Raises Questions," editorial, Minneapolis
Tribune. November 8, 1959* p» 2.

3
decentralize the University is to ruin it—to destroy it."^
While the West Central School and Experiment Station did have
some facilities which could be utilized for a college it certainly was
not the most centrally located site, nor the largest community in the
area.

Yet Morris was selected to have this prized possession, a college.
From this very vaguely defined "experiment" evolved the University

of Minnesota, Morris.

The institution is relatively unique within the state of
Minnesota, a publicly-supported, single-purpose residential
liberal arts college with majors offered in most of the conven
tional liberal arts disciplines; in addition, teacher training
programs in elementary, secondary, and physical education are
available.?

In light of the University's previous position of opposing the
establishment of branch campuses, the Regents' action appears very
unusual.

The selection of Morris as the site for offering college

courses raises questions as to why this community was chosen and how
did this "experiment" evolve into a liberal arts college?

In this study

the attempt was made to provide some insight as to how these decisions
were made and why.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was to ascertain the rationale for the
establishment of the University of Minnesota, Morris, and the key

^Monson, Reub, "Division Would Ruin, Destroy U—Morrill," St.
Paul Pioneer Press, January 23« 1957» P» 2.
7
Granger, S. G., and Lehman, V. B., A Follow-up Study of the Occu
pational Histories and Postbaccalaureate Education of University of
Minnesota. Morris Graduates from 196^ Through 1972. p. 1.

h
variables which affected its planning and implementation. An attempt
was made to answer the following questions:
1. Did the University of Minnesota choose to offer college
courses at Morris on its own initiative?
2. Was the decision to offer college courses at Morris the
result of legislative support?
Who 3.
influenced the decision to offer college classes at
Morris?
k. Was the decision to offer college courses at Morris by the
University of Minnesota done in consultation with other higher education
institutions within the state?
5. Why were the Crookston and Morris agricultural schools fre
quently mentioned as potential college sites?
6. Why was the Morris agricultural school chosen by the Univer
sity of Minnesota to offer college courses instead of Crookston?
7. Why did the University of Minnesota, Morris, become a four
year liberal arts college?

Related Research and Literature
There are three general categories of research which are related
to this problem. The first is a study of multicampus universities by
Lee and Bowen. While the University of Minnesota was not one of the
nine multicampus universities evaluated, their study does provide a good
overview of this type of institution. Of particular interest is their
discussion of the flagship system in which the original main campuses
established branch campuses.

5
Other research germane to this study is concerned with higher edu
cation in Minnesota. The Minnesota Commission on Higher Education pub
lished a report in 1950 which stated:
Less than one fifth of Minnesota farm adults in 1940 had taken
any schooling beyond the eighth grade; in not one of Minnesota's
counties did the percentage come up to the national rural farm
average (24.1 per cent)."
With such a small percentage of rural high school graduates ". .. it is
not surprising that young people from farming counties are only half as
9
likely to attend college as their city cousins."

A second influence on

the chances of a youth attending college is its location. "A high
school graduate who lives near an institution of higher learning is far
more likely to attend college than one who lives fifty miles away."10
One of the recommendations was that "... a few regional junior
colleges be established .. ."in the "barren areas" of those parts of
Minnesota without higher education.11

"The six most promising sites,

in terms of potential enrollment, are Alexandria, Fairmont, Fergus Falls,

12
Montevideo, Thief River Falls, and Willmar."
Q

Eckert, R. E., and Dobbin, J. E., "Minnesota's Social and
Economic Background for Higher Education," in Higher Education in
Minnesota, p. 9»
^Eckert, R. E., and Dobbin, J. E., "An Overview of Higher Educa
tion in Minnesota Today," in Higher Education in Minnesota, p. 64.
1QIbid.,

p. 64.

11Eckert, R. E.; Dobbin, J. E.; and Berning, T. J., "Minnesota's
Next Steps in Higher Education," in Higher Education in Minnesota,
P. 374.
1*TSckert,

R. E.; Keller, R. J.; and Olsen, W. D., "Development of
the Junior College in Minnesota," in Higher Education in Minnesota,
P. 142.

6
Better Education for More People, the summary report of the
State Commission on Vocational and Higher Education, pointed out the lack
of colleges in western Minnesota. "The Commission endorses the expansion
of junior college facilities in a few strategically located areas of
13
the state which now have no college facilities."
In 1956 the Governor* s Committee on Higher Education, chaired by
Samuel C. Gale, with Robert J. Keller as the professional director of
the project, published Minnesota's Stake in the Future, Higher Education
1936-1970. They rejected the establishment of any new public four year
colleges and yet mentioned the possibility of using the University's
agricultural schools for higher education related to agriculture. "With
out taking a position on this question, the suggestion is made that this
is another area for continued study by the University authorities and
others.
A_ Critical Study and Analysis of the University of Minnesota
Schools of Agriculture, a doctoral dissertation by Bernard E.
Youngquist, focused particularly on the agricultural school at Crookston.
"Minnesota and Nebraska are the only remaining states in the United States
to maintain secondary schools of agriculture as services of the landgrant college."^

Youngquist noted the trend towards public high

schools offering agricultural related curricula which had previously
"^Smith, H. J., chairman, Better Education for More People, p. 10.
l^f
Gale, S. C., Minnesota's Stake in the Future, Higher Education
1936-1970, p. 84.
15
Youngquist, B. E., A Critical Study and Analysis of the Univer
sity of Minnesota Schools of Agriculture, p. lPt.

been the domain of the agricultural high schools.

"The evolving role

17
will probably be a junior-college level technical institute. .. ."
He also pointed out the need for this type of education in the Crookston
area.
A committee composed of the University of Minnesota agricultural
school superintendents and principals, chaired by Theodore H. Fenske,
associate dean, Institute of Agriculture, submitted their report, A_ Study
of the Outlying Schools of Agriculture, University of Minnesota, Insti
tute of Agriculture, to the Board of Regents of the University of
Minnesota on March 14, 1958.

The committee concluded ". . . that there

18
were no outstanding weaknesses in the School program."

They noted

that a ". .. majority of the parents expressed a desire to leave the
19
Schools as they are."

The committee was opposed to offering college

level agricultural, forestry, or home economics courses because the
St. Paul campus could adequately handle all the expected applicants in

20

the next few years.

College level work could not be offered at any of

the outlying schools of agriculture ". .. with the present staff and
facilities."^"
The Report of the Legislative Commission on Agricultural Schools,
submitted to the state legislature in January, 1959» supported the use of
l6Ibid.,

p. 178.

17Ibid.,

pp. 179-180.

18
Fenske, T. H., and others, A Study of the Outlying Schools of
Agriculture, p. 84.
19Ibid.,

p. 84.

^Ibid., p. 86.

mmH

8
the agricultural schools for collegiate instruction.
From a spatial consideration alone ... it can be appreciated
that higher educational facilities at both Morris and Crookston
would serve a vast area of the state not presently served by
such facilities.^
Offering collegiate instruction at Morris and Crookston would encourage
more high school graduates in the area to attend college based on the
23
Duluth experience.
Study of Administrative, Teaching and Building Needs for Develop
ment of College Branches at the Northwest and West Central Schools of
Agriculture, University of Minnesota, February 13, 1959, by Theodore H.
Fenske, Bernard E. Youngquist, and Herbert G. Croom, included a list of
liberal arts courses for the first two years at Crookston and Morris and
the estimated cost for such a program based on 200 students at each of
2k
the schools beginning in the fall of i960.

Fenske, Croom, and Young-

quist pointed out the need for new science buildings at both Morris and
25
Crookston.

With the agricultural high schools continuing to operate

at both locations, little housing on campus would be available to the
college students.2^

22
Behmler, F. W., Report of the Legislative Commission on Agri
cultural Schools, pp. 20-21.
25Ibid.,

p. 23.

2k
Fenske, T.
the Administrative,
College Branches at
ture. University of

H.; Youngquist, B. E.; and Croom, H. G., Study of
Teaching and Building Needs for Development of
the Northwest and West Central Schools of Agricul
Minnesota, p. 2.

25Ibid.,

p. 9.

26Ibid.,

pp. 9-10.

9
A report prepared by Robert J. Keller submitted to the Legisla
tive Commission on Higher Education urged that preference be given to
Western Minnesota for the establishment of new junior colleges because
27
of the scarcity of colleges in the area.

Morris and Crookston were two

of the six areas designated ". . .as the most promising locations for
28
new junior colleges."
On March 10, 1959» the Legislative Commission on Higher Education,
chaired by Robert R. Dunlap, submitted their report to the governor and
the 1959 legislature. They referred to the ". .. sparsely populated
western portion of the state ..." which was ". .. handicapped by
the absence or near absence of adequate college facilities and pro29
grams."
The commission recommended:
That the Board of Regents be requested to develop collegiate
programs at the University Agricultural Schools beginning with
Crookston and Morris, and that adequate funds be provided for
this purpose.
30
Two master's theses have described the characteristics of Univer
sity of Minnesota, Morris, students. Arlan D. Syverson attempted ". ..
to analyse and describe those characteristics of the first freshman
class, fall quarter, i960, of the University of Minnesota, Morris,
... ."^ Corliss D. Munson attempted to describe the growth of the
27
Keller, R. J., Higher Education for our State and Times, p. 34.
pO
Ibid., p. 34.
29Dunlap, R. R., Report of the Legislative Commission on Higher
Education, p. 8.
^Ibid., pp. 14-15.
31Syverson, A. D., Descriptive Characteristics of the First Fresh
man Class of the University of Minnesota, Morris, Fall Quarter, 1940,
p. 80.

10
Morris campus from i960 to 19&5» with particular emphasis on the entering
32
freshmen during this period.
The Lee and Bowen study provided a good general understanding
of multicampus universities. The numerous commissions and reports con
cerning higher education in Minnesota and the University of Minnesota
agricultural high schools reflected a concern for providing college
opportunities to the high school graduates in the western part of the
state. However, they were not consistent in their suggestions as to
what types of college programs would be most appropriate. The Syverson
and Munson theses are limited primarily to describing the students who
enrolled at the Morris campus and not the development of the college.

Procedures
Initial information was obtained from the University of Minnesota,
Morris, archives located on the Morris campus. Of particular interest
were the files of the dean which included the minutes of the Morris
Campus Advisory Committee, Morris campus faculty minutes, reports to the
Board of Regents, West Central Educational Development Association
(WCEDA) minutes, initial proposals, reports, and correspondence.
The University of Minnesota, Morris, university relations office
provided its file of newspaper clippings concerning the Morris campus
from throughout the state. The University of Minnesota, Morris, library
was utilized with regard to yearbooks, Regents' minutes, bulletins, and
theses related to the University of Minnesota, Morris.
32
Munson, C. D., A Description of the Changing Profile of the Uni
versity of Minnesota. Morris, 1960-1965. P« 70.

11
The Morris Sun and Morris Tribune newspaper files were used at the
Morris Sun and Tribune office and at the Morris Public Library.
The University of Minnesota archives in Walter Library,
Minneapolis, provided additional information on the Morris campus. Of
particular interest were the files of Stanley J. Wenberg, former vice
president, former President J. L. Morrill, former President 0. Meredith
Wilson, and other files related to the Morris campus.
Since the college was established only Ik years ago, many of the
people who were involved are still residing in the Morris area. The
following were interviewed! Provost John Q. Imhoite, one of the original
faculty of the University of Minnesota, Morris, employed to teach history
and the first chairman of the Division of Social Sciences; Assistant
Provost Stephen G. Granger, the first person hired following the
Regents' action, in the spring of i960, to serve as a counselor for
prospective students; W. Donald Spring, currently chairman of the
Division of Humanities, also one of the original faculty, employed to
teach English, and first chairman of the Division of Humanities and
first chairman of the curriculum committee; Jay Y. Roshal, professor
of biology, one of the original faculty members, and first chairman of
the Division of Science and Mathematics; Orval T. Driggs, Jr., currently
chairman of the Division of Social Sciences, employed to teach history,
who, while not a faculty member of the Morris campus until 19&3» was
very familiar with the development of the campus.
Edward J. LaPave, Jr., executive vice president, Citizen's State
Bank, Morris, and Edward J. Morrison, publisher and editor of the
Morris Sun and Morris Tribune, were interviewed. Both of these men

12
held leadership positions in the West Central Educational Development
Association which lobbied for a University campus and raised money to
support the Morris campus.
Delbert F. Anderson, a state representative from the western
Minnesota area was also interviewed.

Anderson served on the Legislative

Commission on Agricultural Schools and was a staunch supporter for estab
lishing a college at the University's agricultural school campus in
Morris.
0. B. Rekow, executive vice president of the First National Bank
in Montevideo, Minnesota, was interviewed.

Rekow was the president of

the Western and Southwestern Minnesota Four Year College Committee which
opposed the establishment of a University branch at Morris and recommended
Montevideo as the site for a state college.
Frank Verbrugge, a member of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee
was interviewed.

The Morris Campus Advisory Committee was established

by University of Minnesota President Morrill to make recommendations con
cerning the Morris collegiate program.
Stanley J. Wenberg, University of Minnesota administrator respon
sible for legislative relations, was interviewed.

Wenberg was responsi

ble for explaining the University's position, particularly with regard
to the Morris campus during this time.
Robert J. Keller, professor of education at the University of
Minnesota, was also interviewed.

Keller was actively involved in many

of the reports on higher education in Minnesota following World War II.
Keller generously provided many of these reports for use in this
dissertation.

13
Robert R. Dunlap, former state senator from southeastern
Minnesota, was interviewed. Dunlap had chaired the Legislative Com
mission on Higher Education created by the 1957 legislature.
Raymond C. Gibson, president of Duluth State Teachers College
during the time when the college became a branch campus of the University
of Minnesota, was interviewed.
It was found that the most successful procedure for conducting
the interviews was to review briefly the purpose of the study and allow
the interviewee to discuss the topic freely. Documents relating to the
interviewees were provided by the interviewer and questions were raised
concerning any contradictions or unclear statements. Second interviews
with Imhoite, Granger, Spring, Driggs, LaFave, Morrison, and Wenberg
allowed each to comment on the sections of the dissertation related to
their involvement or knowledge of the situation. Consistently the in
terviewees were most generous in providing personal copies of documents
and were very cooperative in reviewing their perspectives of what had
occurred.
Rodney A. Briggs, former dean of the Morris campus; J. L. Morrill,
former president of the University of Minnesota; and 0. Meredith Wilson,
former president of the University of Minnesota, were sent drafts of the
dissertation for their comments. All three responded, with the comments
by Morrill and Briggs being very helpful.

14
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
Prior to the establishment of the University of Minnesota, Morris,
there were 35 higher education campuses throughout the state of
Minnesota. There were five state colleges; nine public junior colleges;
16 private four year colleges; two private junior colleges; and three
campuses of the University of Minnesota at Minneapolis, St. Paul, and
Duluth. Figure 1 identifies the locations of the collegiate institu
tions. Few collegiate institutions, prior to 1959* were located in the
western part of the state.
The University of Minnesota enrolled slightly less than half,
49.3 percent, of the total number of students attending higher education
institutions in Minnesota in the fall of 1958.The University's
Minneapolis campus enrolled the vast majority of this percentage. The
private four year colleges enrolled 29.2 percent of the total, the
private junior colleges less than one percent, the public junior
colleges 4.6 percent, and the state colleges 16.2 percent.2
The Minnesota state colleges were originally state normal schools.
Winona was the first to be established in i860, followed by Mankato
(1868), St. Cloud (1869), Moorhead (1888), Duluth (1902), and Bemidji
(1919)."^ In 1921, these schools became state teachers colleges.**
"^Keller, R. J., Higher Education for our State and Times, p. 18.
2Ibid.,

p. 18.

^Snarr, 0. W., "The State Teachers Colleges in Minnesota's Pro
gram of Higher Education," in Higher Education in Minnesota, p. 239«
Vbid., p. 241.

15

University of
Minnesota
1. Minneapolis
2. St. Paul
3. Duluth
State Colleges

126

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

120

Bemidji
Mankato
Moorhead
St. Cloud
Winona

Public Junior
Colleges

h30

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1^+.
15.
16.
17.

2% 28(55
29

17

Austin
Brainerd
Ely
Eveleth
Hibbing
Itasca
Rochester
Virginia
Worthington

Private Four Year Colleges
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2*t.
25.
26.
27.

Augsburg
Carleton
Bethel
College of St. Benedict
College of St. Catherine
College of St.
Scholastica
College of St. Teresa
College of St. Thomas
Concordia College
Gustavus Adolphus

p. 9.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33-

Hamline University
Macalester
Minneapolis School of Art
St. John's University
St. Mary's
St. Olaf

Private Junior Colleges
J>k.Bethany Lutheran
35• Concordia Junior College

Source: Keller, R. J., Higher Education for our State and Times,

Figure 1. Minnesota's Higher Education Facilities, 1959
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Duluth in I9V7 became a campus of the University of Minnesota. The five

5 The

remaining state teachers colleges became state colleges in 1957•

primary emphasis of the state colleges has been to prepare elementary
and secondary teachers.
The state colleges were not given the constitutional independence
held by the University.
This means that, with the exception of the dormitory construction
program for which the Legislature made the State College Board
accountable, the state colleges are subject to the supervision
and control of various state agencies for budgeting, personnel,
supplies or equipment, and building. Appropriations for the
colleges are allotted by the Commissioner of Administration on
the same quarterly basis that is followed for all other depart
ments of state government."
In the late 1950's the nine public junior colleges in Minnesota-operated as extensions of the public school system and were supported by
the local school district. No new public junior colleges had been estab
lished since 19^0.
Some of the factors that had handicapped the development of public
junior colleges in the state was a lack of large population centers, few
large school districts and little public support.
Clearly most school districts in outstate locations which do not
have college facilities have either insufficient population or
an inadequate tax base to consider development of public junior
colleges without outside cooperation both for enrollments and
support.*'7

5
Keller, op. cit., p. ^96Ibid.,

p. 50.

7Ibid.,

p. 26.

17
The Legislative Commission on Higher Education in its 1959 report
had also noted the problem of developing junior colleges throughout
Minnesota.
The commission has met with representatives of more than
a score of communities who have been convinced that their loca
tions were proper centers for public junior colleges, often with
major support to be provided by the state. At the same time
absence of interest in the development of public junior colleges
was noted among representatives of the Twin Cities, Duluth, and
adjacent suburban communities. These growing communities are so
concerned about making adequate provision for elementary and
secondary schools that they see little possibility of any upward
extension of the public schools, particularly since these areas
are now served by the University and the several private colleges.
The sparsity of population in the one situation outstate and its
rapid growth in the other metropolitan situation become diffi
cult to reconcile."
Two of the 16 private colleges, Hamline (185^), and St. John's
g
(1857)» were established before Minnesota became a state. The two
accredited private junior colleges were Bethany Lutheran and Concordia,
St. Paul. Except for the Minneapolis School of Art, the private
colleges were church related and emphasized liberal arts education.
The University of Minnesota was established in l851» just two
years after Minnesota had become a territory. Frederick Rudolph
attributed the founding of these early institutions to rivalries between
states.
In I85I a Minnesota newspaper encouraged the development of a
state university with the assertion that 'not a single youth
of either sex should be permitted to leave the territory to
Dunlap, R. R., Report of the Legislative Commission on Higher
Education, p. 9*
g
Gale, S. C., Minnesota's Stake in the Future, p.

18
acquire an education for want' of a suitable institution in
Minnesota.^0
The founders of the University of Minnesota borrowed a great
deal from the University of Michigan charter of 1837 in such areas as
6tating the powers of the regents.^"'" The original independence given to
the University by the territorial legislature was incorporated into the
state constitution.
In 1925* the governor of Minnesota created a commission of admin
istration and finance which tried to assume financial control over all
the state's institutions, including the University. The state Supreme
Court settled the issue in 1928 by upholding the University's right to
control its own finances. Judge Royal Stone stated: "The whole power
to govern the University ... was put in the Regents by the people » ..

12
not part of it can be put elsewhere but by the people.""^
After World War II the University experienced a tremendous in
crease in enrollment. Thanks to Public Law J>k6 (GI Bill), thousands
of World War II veterans enrolled at the University of Minnesota. From
a pre-war peak enrollment of 15,000, the University in the fall of 19^6
had 28,000 students.^
The University of Minnesota, in addition to being the only state
university, is also the land-grant college.

Besides the Minneapolis,

J
Rudolph, Frederick, The American College and University,
pp. 51-52.
^"Blegen, T. C., The Land Lies Open, p. 159»

12
"Remembering Two Vice Presidents," Alumni News University of
Minnesota. March, 197^» p« 12.
"^Gray, James, Open Wide the Door, The Story of the University
of Minnesota, p. 21^.

19
St. Paul, and Duluth campuses the University had established by 1959,
eight agricultural experiment stations throughout the state and four
14
agricultural high schools.
The agricultural schools were conceived ". .. to give bright
boys and girls who expect to become practical farmers and farmer's
15
wives a thorough look at modern methods."
Therefore, the curriculum
was primarily concerned with agriculture and home economics. The school
year was only six months long in order to allow the students to work on
their parents' farms. The first of these schools to be established was
Crookston which began to enroll students in 1906, followed by Morris
(1910), Grand Rapids (1926), and Waseca (1952).lb
During the l880's the site of the West Central School of Agricul
ture (Morris), had been a school for Indians run by a Catholic order.
In 1897, the United States government purchased the property and continued to conduct a non-reservation school for Indians.17 The closingv
of the school in 1909 was attributed to the difficulty in attracting
l8
Indian students to enroll.
A bill passed in Congress in 1909 gave the
Morris property to the state of Minnesota. The bill included the follow
ing provision:

14
Keller, op. cit., p. 49.
15
Gray, The University of Minnesota, 1851-1951, p. 407.
"^Behmler, F. W., Report of the Legislative Commission on Agricul
tural Schools, p. 12.
^Fenske, T. H., "West Central: Fifty-three Years," in The
Moccasin Golden Finale, 1965, p. 45.

18
History of Former Indian School and Development of WCSA.

20
Provided that said lands and buildings shall be held and
maintained by the State of Minnesota as an agricultural school,
and that Indian pupils shall at all times be admitted to such
school free of charge for tuition and on terms of equality with
white people.-*-9
In the fall of 1910, the West Central School opened its doors to--'
103 students.20 Table 1 shows the enrollment of the agricultural
schools from the 1942-43 school year through the fall of 1958. The
West Central School enrolled an all time high of 455 students in 1947-48.
In the fall of 1958, 305 students were enrolled.

TABLE 1. ENROLLMENT AT THE OUTLYING SCHOOLS OF AGRICULTURE*
Southern
Waseca

West Central
Morris

Northwest
Crookston

North Central
Grand Rapids

1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47

311
390
445
415
426

382
400
403
404
439

45
58
85
109
106

1947-48
191*8-^9
1949.50
1950-51
1951-52

455
429
423
356
336

424
445
430
358
389

87
93
84
69
71

1952-53
1953-5**
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57

360
344
371
358
368

438
446
436
430
416

68
77
99
96
105

42
121
154
167
188

1957-58
1958 (fall term)

341
305

393
386

90
90

206
212

School year

*Fenske, T. H., A Study of the Outlying Schools of Agriculture
University of Minnesota Institute of Agriculture, p. 22.
19Fenske, op. cit., p. *+5.
I r^Ibid., p. 46.

21
The Northwest School also experienced a drop in enrollment from
a high of

in 1955-5^»
kk6 to 386 in the fall of 1958*

The North Central

School enrollment seemed to have leveled off at less than 100 students.
Only the Southern School experienced a steady but small increase in
enrollment.
The Commission noted the large percentage of students from out of
state who attended the Northwest School. In the fall of 1958, over one

21
third of the students at the Northwest School were from other states.
Twelve percent of the students enrolled at the West Central School were
22
from out of state in the fall of 1958.

The decline in enrollment at the agricultural schools was attributed
to the offering of home economics and agricultural courses in an increas
ing number of public high schools. By 1957» over half of the high schools
23
in Minnesota offered agricultural education.
Fewer students attending the University's agricultural schools •'
also reflected a gradual downward shift of agriculture from the number
one to the number two industry in the state. The number of farms had
steadily declined from 199»000 in 19^1» to 166,000 in 1957-

oL

The

average size of Minnesota farms was increasing along with per man hour
productivity primarily because of improvements in farm technology. The
result was a population shift from rural to urban areas.

21Behmler, op. cit., p.
22Ibid.,

p. Ik.

25Ibid.,

p. 16.

pL

Ibid., p. 15.

22
The overall effect has been a decline in agriculture as an income
source in relation to other industries—manufacturing in
Minnesota exceeds all other industries in importance and value—
yet its total contribution to the state economy has actually
increased. ?
Many citizens in the Crookston and Morris areas had been interested
in using the agricultural school facilities for collegiate instruction for
a number of years. Because of the close proximity of Grand Rapids and
Waseca to junior colleges or four year colleges there appeared to be
little chance of their receiving any favorable consideration, f "Under
present conditions college programs at the Waseca and Grand Rapids schools
would operate in competition with existing colleges and would not serve

26

an appreciably large student body."

In the early 1930*s interested citizens from Crookston and Morris
had proposed to the University of Minnesota Board of Regents that a junior
college be established at their agricultural schools. The Board of
27
Regents rejected the proposals.
In the late 1950's people in the Crookston and Morris areas began
to consider what could be done to get a college for their area. The
Northwest Educational Improvement Association (NWEIA) held its first

28
formal organizational meeting January 15, 1957.

Included in the 70

people who attended was Theodore H. Fenske, associate dean of the
25Ibid.,

p. 15.

26Ibid.,

p. 19.

27
Fenske, op. cit., p.

k.

28
Northwest Educational Improvement Association, The Purpose of
this Brochure is to Set Forth the Facts Regarding the Need for Establish
ment of College Curriculum at the Present Northwest School of Agriculture,
University of Minnesota, Crookston, Minnesota, p. 19.

23
Institute of Agriculture and former superintendent of the West Central
School of Agriculture, and Regent Herman Skyberg, from Fischer, a small

29
town near Crookston.
Representatives from the Northwest Educational Improvement Associa
tion met with the Board of Regents on February 8, 1957. and requested the
University to establish a junior college at the Northwest School of

30
Agriculture.

No action was taken.

The Morris Civic and Commerce Association also had not been idle.*'
During January, and February of 1957. they engaged in a letter writing
campaign urging state legislators on the House Appropriations and Senate
Finance committees to consider expanding the "... present University
facilities such as our West Central School of Agriculture."^

What had

precipitated the letters had been the proposed purchase of land on the
west bank of the Mississippi River by the University for expansion.
State Representative Carl Iverson, a member of the House Appro
priations Committee, replied to the letters from the Morris Civic and
Commerce Association on January 28, 1957*
Yours at hand with regard to expanding the Branch Schools
of Agriculture and thereby be able to reduce the vast expansion
program at the main campus of the University.
I fully agree with your view-point on this. The Univer
sity itself undoubtly [sic] needs to expand to meet the Educa
tional demands of today and the future. However for one thing
the people who come from the rural areas Eire at a disadvantage
29Ibid.,

p. 19.

30University of Minnesota, Board of Regents, Minutes, February 8,
o
1957, p. 1551.
•^Letter written by Morris Civic and Commerce Association to
Representative Carl M. Iverson on January 25. 1957.

2k

as compared with the city people who has [sic] the the Univer
sity at its door steps and if we could get at least two years
of college work out in our own areas it would help us to that
extent and thereby reduce the demands upon the main campus. It
would more equitably serve all parts of the State better than
concentrating it all in Minneapolis.32
The letter went on to say:

"I am from the rural area myself and cer

tainly will do whatever I can to get an even break for our people.
It soon became apparent to those interested in a college's being

$

established in Morris that the group representing the Morris interest
would have to have a broader area-wide representation. According to
former state senator Robert Dunlap, the legislators were tired of having
to sit through "chamber of commerce" type presentations, complete with
slide representations showing the town's churches, extolling the
J>k
virtues of numerous small rural communities throughout Minnesota.

Much more influential would be an area showing solidarity by being
represented by a single region-wide association.
On February 23, 1957, an organizational meeting was called to''
35
form the West Central Educational Development Association.
The
Morris organizers of the meeting, held at the Pomme de Terre Country
Club at Morris, had effectively assembled a cross-section of influential
citizens from throughout the area. Local state senator Fred W. Behmler,
•^^Letter written by Carl M. Iverson to Morris Civic and Commerce
Association on January 28, 1957*
-zL
Stated by Robert R. Dunlap in an interview with Gary L. McGrath
at Rochester, Minnesota, on January 4, 197^«

-^Thompson, Arnold, secretary, "Minutes of the West Central
Minnesota Educational Development Association," February 23, 1957, p. !•

25
state representative Delbert F. Anderson, and Fred Huebner were in
attendance in addition to Ed Weeding, president of the West Central
School Parent's Association, Superintendent Allen W. Edson of the West
Central School, other area superintendents, and newspaper publishers.5^
The president of the Minnesota Farm Bureau, J. L. Morton, which at a
later date claimed to be the first major organization to endorse the
University of Minnesota, Morris, "... urged that a resolution from the
assemblage be sent to the Board of Regents to impress on the regents the
sentiments of west central Minnesota citizens to have a branch of the

37

University established in this area."

Prior to this statement a number of speakers addressed the group.
For example, Thomas J. Stahler, Morris resident, commented:
It would seem logical, he said, for the University to
expand at Morris where it already has a fine campus, 1^ major
buildings worth $5,000,000, and more than 800 acres of land, in
preference to expanding in Minneapolis where site costs are so
high.58
Stahler concluded his comments by pointing out there was not a college

39

within one hundred miles.

Senator Fred W. Behmler supported the University's expanding to
Morris and Crookston because it would cost less than expanding in
iiQ

Minneapolis.

Superintendent William Sandberg of Appleton thought it

56Ibid.,

pp. 1-3.

57Ibid.,

p. 3.

^Ibid., p. 1.
5%bid., p.

1.

^Ibid., p. 2.
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valuable to have

.. close to home and smaller institutions where

4l
young people might get their first two years of college training."
The motion to establish the West Central Educational Association
was unanimously carried by voice vote. The following officers were
elected:
President- Clayton Gay, Morris —
First Vice President- Supt. Wm. Sandberg, Appleton
Second Vice President- Ed Weeding, Big Stone County
Secretary- Arnold Thompson, Morris
^
Treasurer- Mrs. Harris Gausman, Morris
43
A motion passed to establish membership dues at one dollar per family.
A letter was sent to the Board of Regents on March 4, 1957» by the
West Central Educational Association which attempted to explain why they
were seeking a two year University branch at the West Central School of
44
Agriculture at Morris.
In addition to the two page letter the follow
ing resolution was included:
WHEREAS, The people in West Central Minnesota at the present time
have no school or college above the high school level, and,
WHEREAS, There is not an institution on the college level within
100 miles of Morris, Minnesota, and the prospective college stu
dents in said area do not have equal educational opportunity as
compared with the student in the metropolitan areas and other
areas in the state who are more fortunately situated, and
WHEREAS, At the present time the percentage of high school gradu
ates attending college is far lower in this area than in the
41
Ibid., p. 2.
42
Ibid., p. 3«
43
Ibid., p. 3.
44
Letter written by Clayton A. Gay to members of the Board of
Regents on March 4, 1957*
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metropolitan areas of the state, due to the unequal opportunity
to attend college due to the excessive distance and additional
cost, and,
WHEREAS, The University
Minnesota, known as the
which could be expanded
college at a reasonable

of Minnesota has a plant at Morris,
West Central School of Agriculture
to include the first two years of
cost and with a small capital outlay,

NOW THEREFORE, Be it resolved that the West Central Educational
Development Association go on record favoring the expansion of
the curriculum at the West Central School of Agriculture at Morris,
Minnesota, to include the first two years of college so as to
enable the high school graduates of West Central Minnesota to
attend such school and thus obtain equal educational opportunity
with other high school graduates in the state of Minnesota and
that this organization take all steps necessary and proper to
effectuate or secure such expansion. 5
Representatives from the West Central Educational Development
Association met with the Board of Regents on March 8, 1957, and were
given an opportunity to explain their position concerning the University's
establishing a junior college at the West Central School of Agriculture.^
No action was taken.
The NWEIA and WCEDA agreed to make a joint effort to secure
University branch campuses because of the similarity of their situa47
tions.
It was partially the influence of these two groups which
prompted the legislature to establish a commission on agricultural schools
and one on higher education in 1957*
President J. L. Morrill had made his position quite clear about
decentralizing the University of Minnesota. In his speech at the Winona
45
West Central Educational Development Association, resolution
passed at meeting of February 25, 1957.
46
University of Minnesota, Board of Regents, Minutes, March 8,
1957, p. 1598.

47Northwest Educational Improvement Association, op. cit., p. 20.
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State College centennial convocation on September 10, 1959* he made refer
ence to the cautious attitude of the 1959 legislature towards establish
ing new institutions.
. . . the Legislature was cautious, despite the strenuous en
deavors of a host of local communities—some with well-documented
representations, others patently organized to log-roll for the
prestige and payroll of some kind of college regardless of its
potential for enrollment, sources of local support, or any
guaranty of academic adequacy or integrity.^
It was just one month later that the Board of Regents authorized the
offering of first year college courses at the West Central School of
Agriculture.
Morrill's attitude opposing the establishment of branch campuses
should have surprised no one.

Morrill had become president of the Univer

sity of Minnesota in 19^5« and one of the issues he had to deal with in
volved a number of powerful citizens in the Duluth area who were con
vinced that the legislature neglected Duluth State Teachers College
while being partial to the University in the state's largest urban area,
Zf9
Minneapolis and St. Paul.
In 19^+7 the legislature authorized the transfer of Duluth State
Teachers College to the University. According to Gray: "Under the
pacifying influence of Morrill, old enmities faded away and the whole
50
problem was resolved in an atmosphere of perfect harmony."
However,
neither Duluth or University of Minnesota officials were very happy with
Morrill, J. L., "The Minnesota Outlook in Higher Education,"
P. 5.
Lq

Gray, Open Wide the Door, p. 208.

5°Ibid.,

p. 209.
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the marriage. University officials felt they had been forced to accept
a campus which would detour dollars better spent in strengthening the
Minneapolis and St. Paul campuses. Some Duluth officials claimed the
University never intended to support the development of their campus
and had relegated it to subordinate status.
In response to the increasing pressure during the 1957 legisla
tive session, the Board of Regents had Theodore Fenske, associate dean
of agriculture, make a study of the outlying agricultural schools.
Fenske and the superintendents and principals of the four agricultural
schools submitted their 87 page report, A Study of the Outlying Schools of
Agriculture, to the Board of Regents, March 14, 1958. The Board of
Regents at their May 9» 1958, meeting approved the recommendations of
51
the study committee.
The schools were to continue "• .. along their
present plan of operation ..." and the agricultural research at the
experiment stations "... should not be jeopardized by any changes in the
teaching program. .. ."52
The Board of Regents, based on the study committee's recommenda
tions, was quite cautious about establishing college level work at the
Morris or Crookston agricultural school campuses. They pointed out that
additional facilities would be needed if college courses were to be
offered and the operating costs for a college program ". .. would be
approximately the same at Morris or Crookston as they would be at any
"^University of Minnesota, Board of Regents, Minutes, May 9. 1958.
pp. 8l4-815.
P# 86.

"^Fenske, T. H., A^ Study of the Outlying Schools of Agriculture,
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53 The Regents expressed a willingness

other new location in the state."

to cooperate ". .. in whatever educational program may be deemed neces
sary by the Legislature ... in respect to the utilization of the out54
lying schools of agriculture."
President Morrill sent copies of the Fenske report to members of
the Legislative Commission on Agricultural Schools and the Legislative
Commission on Higher Education. This gesture of cooperation was probably
an attempt to establish better relations with the legislature in light of
the opposition the University had encountered during the 1957 legisla
tive session concerning the proposed Minneapolis campus expansion to the
west bank of the Mississippi River.
Fenske continued to work with the Legislative Commission on
Agricultural Schools through 1958 as it prepared its final report.
Some of the data which appeared in the Fenske report was used by the
legislative agricultural school commission in its publication.
President Morrill assigned to Stanley Wenberg, Edwin C. Jackson,
and John E. Stecklein, the latter of the Bureau of Institutional Research,
the task of developing an alternative to establishing branch campuses.
The three produced in the fall of 1958 A. Proposal to Establish University
of Minnesota Instructional Centers in Minnesota.
The University of Minnesota is willing to provide organiza
tional know-how, staffing, and supervision of programming and
scheduling for a number of U of M Instructional Centers, as
temporary establishments designed to determine the feasibility of
53
"Regents Approve Committee Stand on Ag Schools," University of
Minnesota News Service, May 9« 1958, p. 1.
^Ibid., p. 2.
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development of junior colleges in certain selected areas. That
is, the University offers to operate Instructional Centers in
several selected state areas for a trial period in order to
obtain experiential evidence concerning community interest and
support of a unit of higher education in these areas. By this
device, the legislature would have actual experience upon which
to judge the desirability of locating new junior colleges
throughout the state.^5
No action was taken on the proposal.
The Legislative Commission on Agricultural Schools was busy pre
paring the final draft of its report in the fall of 1958, when the chair
man, Fred W. Behmler of Morris, suffered a stroke. Behmler never com
pletely recovered and Delbert F. Anderson, also from the Morris area and
a member of the commission, assumed the responsibility for taking drafts
of the report to Behmler and insuring that the West Central School campus
56
would retain a high priority in consideration of its collegiate campus.
On January 15, 1959» the Commission on Agricultural Schools, sub
mitted its report to the Governor and members of the 1959 legislature.
Included in the Commission's recommendations were the following:
I
The Board of Regents of the University of Minnesota augment
the recent study of the Institute of Agriculture of the outlying
schools of agriculture by the preparation of building and admin
istrative plans for the development of four-year college branches
for resident and non-resident students at the Northwest and West
Central Agricultural Schools, and that the results of this study
be presented to the 1959 legislature.

55
Jackson, E. C.; Stecklein, J. E.; and Wenberg, S. J., A Proposal
t° Establish University of Minnesota Instructional Centers in Minnesota,
p. 2.
^Stated by Edward J. Morrison in an interview with Gary L.
McGrath at Morris, Minnesota, on July 2, 197^; stated by Delbert F.
Anderson in an interview with Gary L. McGrath on July 5, 197^.
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V
The Legislature of the State of Minnesota appropriate the
funds determined by the Board of Regents to be necessary for
the establishment of college instruction at the Northwest and
West Central Schools of Agriculture according to the following
time table:
Fall i960—First and second year college students
admitted.
Fall 1961—Third year college students admitted.
Fall 1962—Fourth year college students admitted.
Future plans for the construction of additional facil
ities is suggested as follows: .
West Central School and Experiment Station
1959-61
Classroom and Laboratory Building
Dining Facilities
1961-63
Library Wing
Roadways and Parking Space
Dormitory

$1,440,000
75>000
$1,515,000
$ 500,000
50,000
400,000
$ 950,000

Northwest School and Experiment Station
1959-61
Classroom and Laboratory Building
Administration Building Rehabilitation
and Rebuilding
1961-63
Library Wing
Dormitory
Roadways and Parking Space

$1,440,000
40,000
$1,480,000
$ 500,000
400,000
50,000 ,-7
$ 950,000 5

The Report of the Legislative Commission on Agricultural Schools
pointed out the much larger potential college enrollment in the West
Central School area compared to the Northwest School area.

57
'Behmler, 0£. cit., pp. 29-30.
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In the Crookston area collegiate instruction at the North
west School of Agriculture would make available higher educational
facilities to approximately 2,6^9 high school graduates in I960,
3,302 in 1965, and 3»286 in 1970. Similarly, college instruction
at the Morris school would be available to approximately 6,322
high school graduates in i960, 8,101 in 1965* and 7,973 ia 1970.
If only 10 per cent of the estimated high school graduates in the
Morris area were to attend college at the West Central School, the
entering freshmen in i960 would be approximately 632, and by 1970
797. A 10 per cent enrollment at the Northwest School would result
in a freshmen [sic] class of 265 in I960, and 329 by 1970.5°
The greater potential college enrollment in the West Central School area
enhanced the chances of Morris* being selected first by the University as
a college site if only one site would be chosen.
The report of the agricultural school commission was also signifi
cant in recommending that a four year liberal arts collegiate program be
established at the Crookston and Morris agricultural schools.
The educational needs of western Minnesota beyond high
school level are in the liberal arts fields. Specialized train
ing and education for farming and related professions is provided
by the agricultural schools of the University and the colleges of
agriculture, forestry, home economics and veterinary medicine.
Liberal arts education on the collegiate level, however, is not
available in the immediate service areas of the agricultural
school of Morris ana Crookston, and the incorporation of this
type of program at these schools would not involve an inefficient
duplication of these programs presently offered in other state
supported and private colleges.59
Prior to this report proposals and recommendations had been quite
vague in terms of what type of collegiate program should be offered or
specifically referred to a two year curriculum. What had prompted the
commission to recommend a four year liberal arts program? One very
58
Ibid., p. 22.
59Ibid.,

p. 2*t.
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significant factor would be the opposition of the Institute of Agriculture
to offering college level agricultural courses at the agricultural high
schools.

As Theodore H. Fenske, associate dean of the Institute of

Agriculture, had pointed out in A_ Study of the Outlying Schools of
Agriculture, the St. Paul campus could handle all the expected applicants
in the next few years.^ The Institute of Agriculture was not interested
in becoming "decentralized."
Professional education was also expensive while liberal arts and
teacher education programs were relatively inexpensive.
Duplication of educational programs between state controlled
institutions of higher education are sometimes necessary and feasi
ble. This is particularly true where there is sufficient student
demand and the course or courses do not require special facilities
or equipment. Liberal arts programs and professional education
leading to the teaching profession are examples. Liberal arts
curriculums and teaching [sic] training are available in almost all
of the state supported colleges and private colleges. Professional
education in other fields, however, do not warrant the expenditure
of tax funds at more than one institution. The professional train
ing offered at the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Home
Economics and the College of Veterinary Medicine of the University
of Minnesota is of this type.°l
A third factor which may have prompted the agricultural school com
mission to recommend four year programs at Crookston and Morris was the
enrollment increases the University of Minnesota, Duluth, had experienced
since becoming a campus of the University.

At least part of this in

crease in enrollment was attributed to the "prestige" of being associated
62
with the University of Minnesota.
The commission members may have
Fenske, op. cit., p. 86.
^Behmler, op. cit., p. 24.
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thought that a four year residential college would be necessary to attract
an adequate enrollment in the sparsely populated Morris and Crookston
areas.
By February 13, 1959, Theodore Fenske, Bernard E. Youngquist,
and Herbert G. Groom

had completed Study of Administrative, Teaching

and Building Needs for Development of College Branches at the Northwest
and West Central Schools of Agriculture. University of Minnesota. All
three of these men had participated in drafting A Study of the Outlying
Schools of Agriculture. Youngquist was the superintendent of the North
west School and Experiment Station, and had completed his doctoral
dissertation in 1958 on the agricultural schools, particularly the North
west School at Crookston. He had proposed that the Northwest School
would eventually become a two year postsecondary technical institute.^"5
Herbert G. Croom was the principal of the West Central School.
Dean Fenske made his report at the request of the regents
so the university would have some idea of what it faces if the
Legislature orders university branches at the two stations. ^
Fenske stressed the need for a new science building at Crookston and
Morris.
It is proposed that classes begin in the fall of I960, but Dean
Fenske said he has 'reservations' about the feasibility of this,
especially considering the time it would take to build the
needed science buildings.
^Youngquist, B. E., A Critical Analysis of the University of
Minnesota Schools of Agriculture, p. 179.

Sk"3.5 Million Cost Estimated for 2 New U
Pioneer Press. February Ik, 1959, p. 9.
^Ibid., p. 9.

Branches," St. Paul
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The proposed liberal arts curriculum for the first two years included
129 courses taught by 15 faculty.^ Fenske expressed the willingness
of the University ". .. to cooperate with whatever the Legislature
decides, but suggested legislators consider what such a change would
6*7
cost."
Including $1,875*00 in "essential" buildings and a two year
operating cost of $718,812 at each campus, the total cost for both the
Crookston and Morris campuses would be almost 5*5 million dollars.
On March 4, 1959* Robert J. Keller, research director for the
Legislative Commission on Higher Education and a University of Minnesota
faculty member, submitted his report to Robert R. Dunlap, state senator
from Plainview, southeast corner of the state, and chairman of the
Legislative Commission on Higher Education. "In the next biennium
preference should be given to Western Minnesota in the establishment of
new junior colleges because of the scarcity of college facilities in

68

that portion of the state."

Keller included in his report the six

areas identified by the Junior College Advisory Committee of the State
Board of Education as ". .. the most promising locations for new junior
colleges."^9
These sites have been listed in order of high school enrollment
within a 25-mile surrounding area with the largest first. The
most promising sites within areas have been italicized with
priority given to the larger local school districts. ...
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Fenske, T. H.j Youngquist, B. E.; and Croom, H. G., Study of the
Administrative, Teaching and Building Weeds for Development of College
Branches at the Northwest and West Central Schools of Agriculture, Uni
versity of Minnesota, p. 5»
^"3»5 Million Cost Estimated for 2 New U Branches," op. cit., p. 9.

68Keller,
69Ibid..

op. cit., p. 54.

p. 34.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Fairmont Area,
The Glencoe, Litchfield, Willmar and Hutchinson Area,
The Alexandria, Morris and Benson Area,
The Fergus Falls and Detroit Lakes Area,
The Thief River Falls and Crookston Area,
The Redwood Falls or Marshall, Montevideo and Granite
Falls Area.70

Figure 3 identifies these areas.
It should be noted that the establishment of University
Branches at Crookston and Morris as recommended by the Commission
on Agricultural Schools would affect the establishment of public
junior colleges in areas 3 and 5 above. Such provision might well
reduce the number of public junior colleges which could be
supported enrollment-wise from six to four. The possible develop
ment of the Grand Rapids School of Agriculture as a technicalvocational institute also merits further study.71
The sites recommended by the Junior College Advisory Committee of
the State Board of Education were quite logical, giving priority to the
larger local school districts. Of the six priority sites for junior
colleges, five had been mentioned in 1950. The sixth recommended in 1950
72
had been Montevideo instead of Redwood Falls or Marshall.
Some of the
priority sites did, in later years, get either a junior college or a
technical institute.
However, for Morris and Crookston, not being the largest school
districts in their areas, the recommendation could damage the alliances
they were trying to build up with neighboring towns for support. If
Morris and Crookston became "University Branches" the surrounding area
7°Ibid., p. 34.
71Ibid.,
7^Eckert,

p. 35.

R. E.; Keller, R. J.; and Olsen, W. D., "Development of
the Junior College in Minnesota," in Higher Education in Minnesota,
P. 42.
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circles indicate promising
areas of 25 mile diameter
underlined cities indicate
the most promising site
within each area

Montevideo
Granite Ifill

Source: Keller, R. J., Higher Education for our State and Times,
p. 33.

-

Figure 2. Most Promising Areas and Sites for Location of New Public
Junior Colleges as Recommended by the Junior College Advisory
Committee of the State Board of Education
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towns were left with the very real prospect that they would not get any
kind of higher education facility.
threat to Morris, Montevideo

While Alexandria never became a

did mount a campaign against the selection

of Morris which continued through the first year the University of
Minnesota, Morris, was in existence.
Crookston was not as fortunate. In addition to a much smaller
potential college enrollment than Morris, the Northwest School was with
in one hundred miles of Moorhead State College and Bemidji State College,
with the University of North Dakota less than thirty miles away. The
chances for a University branch at Crookston were further dimmed by a
bitter rivalry with Thief River Falls which prevented any kind of area
solidarity.
On March 10, 1959» the Legislative Commission on Higher Education,
chaired by Robert R. Dunlap, submitted its report to the governor and
members of the 1959 legislature. Representative A. I. Johnson from
Benson, less than 25 miles southeast of Morris, was also a member of this
commission. The brief 16 page report cited the recent second report of
The President1s Committee on Education Beyond the High School, which pre
dicted tremendous expansion of college enrollments in the next 10 to 15
73
years.
With more students entering Minnesota colleges than ever before
the Commission concluded

.. that these demands are likely to continue

and might well lead to a doubling of students in Minnesota colleges with7Z1
in the next fifteen to twenty years."
73
Josephs, D. C., The President's Committee on Education Beyond
the High School, Second Report, p. J>.

7kDunlap, op. cit., p. 6.
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The Commission noted Minnesota's dependence on the University and
.. the increasing pressure upon the University to expand due to the
rapid increases in population in the metropolitan centers in which the
University is located."75
Some of the recommendations of the Commission on Higher Education
included:
a) That the University explore alternate ways of providing ade
quate general, liberal, and preprofessional education in coopera
tion with the public schools, the state colleges, private colleges,
and the junior colleges. One objective of such study should be
that of decentralizing those portions of undergraduate study which
can be economically handled in this way without detriment to the
integrity and contribution of the University.
b) That the Board of Regents be requested to develop collegiate
programs at the University Agricultural Schools beginning with
Crookston and Morris, and that adequate funds be provided for this
purpose.
By April 13, 1959, Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 2 had been
adopted by the Senate and the House of Representatives. The resolution
stated:
WHEREAS, there is need for additional college facilities,
particularly in western Minnesota; and
WHEREAS, the schools and experiment stations located at
Morris and Crookston are adaptable to the teaching of college
courses.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Senate of the State
of Minnesota, the House of Representatives concurring, that the
Board of Regents of the University of Minnesota should consider
establishing college courses at the schools and experiment
stations located at Morris and Crookston, and report to the
legislature before January 15, 1961, their conclusions, if any.
75Ibid.,

p.-12.

76Ibid.,

pp. 13-14.

kl
The Secretary of the Senate shall transmit copies of this
resolution to the President of the University of Minnesota and to
the members of the Board of Regents.??
On April 27, 1959, Edward J. Morrison wrote to President Morrill
on behalf of the West Central Educational Development Association:
. . . in view of the legislative resolution asking the Board of
Regents to consider establishing college courses at these branches,
representatives of this association and the Northwest association
of Crookston would appreciate an opportunity to meet with the
Board of Regents.?"
Morrill replied to Morrison on May 11, 1959, and suggested that the
associations make their presentation at either the June 26 or October 3,
1959, Board of Regents meeting. Due to the expected budget discussion at
the June 26

meeting, more time would be available to the associations at
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the October 3 session if they did not mind waiting until that date.
The Morris and Crookston groups chose the October 3 date.
It was during the 1959 legislative session that Edward J.
Morrison, publisher and editor of the Morris Sun and Morris Tribune, and
Edward J. LaFave, Jr., executive vice president of the Citizen's Bank,
Morris, spent a great deal of time attending legislative hearings and
getting to know the legislators.

Morrison and LaFave served as the West

Central Educational Development Association's lobbyists.
77
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 2, passed by the Senate,
April 9, 1959, and House of Representatives, April 13, 1959*
78
Letter written by Edward J. Morrison to J. L. Morrill on
April 27, 1959.
1959.
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Letter written by J. L. Morrill to Edward J. Morrison on May 11,
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The West Central Educational Development Association had published
by this time a 12 page brochure, Meeting the Challenge in Higher Educa
tion in West Central Minnesota, which provided maps and graphs illustrat
ing the lack of higher education facilities in the western half of the
state and the smaller percentage of high school graduates in western
Minnesota attending college. Most of the information used in the
brochure had appeared in previously cited studies, such as the 1956
report of the Governor's Commission on Higher Education, and the Report
of the Legislative Commission on Agricultural Schools. The brochure
also included a picture of each building and an aerial view with the
caption "Here Is a Ready-Made $5,000,000 Plant on Which to Build."®0
Stanley J. Wenberg, the University of Minnesota administrator re
sponsible for legislative relations, perhaps best summarized the 1959
legislative reaction to the possible University expansion at Morris in a
memorandum dated May 12, 1959*
Following the adjournment of the Senate on Wednesday,
May 6, Senator Dunlap called me over to make quite explicitly the
point ... that the University could not well afford to go into
the 1961 session without attempting to make some kind of 'educa
tional-opportunity' concessions to the western part of the state.
He indicated that he was still not quite ready to go along with the
idea of establishing collegiate work at Morris and Crookston but
he thought as a very minimum that we should attempt to establish
some kind of extension center program at both Crookston and Morris.
Indeed, he suggested we 'dust off' the whole extension center
idea and explore its feasibility pretty definitively as early
after the session adjourns as possible, so that by the time the
1961 session comes around there will have been some changes made
in the educational relations of the University out-state.
He indicated that he is fully aware of the fact that the
University budget does not have any funds in it for this kind of
West Central Educational Development Association, Meeting the
Challenge in Higher Education in West Central Minnesota.
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thing but that it would be on the side of wisdom for us to attempt,
nonetheless, to make a start on the program . . . .
He indicated a good deal of effort has gone into holding
the Crookston-Morris and junior college faction votes in line on
the Senate floor to give us the strength we have mustered in
support of the West River. He seemed to feel quite confident
that on the floor, at least, the major part of the bargaining for
the West River had been quite generously set aside by possible
trading elements of the Senate. He identified six senators with
whom he has worked personally to the end that the University
should not be traded against their interests and it is in view
of such relations that he expresses his serious concern that we
do something along the above lines before the 196l session.
On May 28, 1959, William T. Middlebrook, comptroller and vice
president of the University of Minnesota, sent a letter to President
Morrill which included the statement:
. . . I would like to renew my suggestion that during the year
1959-60 some funds be reserved to try an experiment at Morris or
Crookston or both. Of course, I would favor Morris as having the
best prospects. It does seem to me that this would be a desirable
move in connection with Legislative relationships in I96I.
University administrators were getting the message from the legislature
and now were looking for some way to appease this concern for the Univer
sity to do something in the way of college level work in the western part
of the state.
An editorial in the July 15, 1959, St. Paul Pioneer Press, cited
a recent study by the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admission Officers which pointed out that a disproportionate number of
Minnesota students were enrolling in North and South Dakota colleges.

1959.

Memorandum written by Stanley J. Wenberg to the files on May 12.

^^Letter written by William T. Middlebrook to J. L. Morrill on
May 28, 1959.
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This heavy outflow of Minnesotans to the states west of
us is in great measure due to the absence of four-year colleges
in a large area of western and southwestern Minnesota . . . .
How many western Minnesota high school graduates do not
go to college at all because of the lack of college facilities
within a reasonable distance, it is impossible to say.
The information from the St. Paul Pioneer Press article was reprinted in an editorial in the Morris Tribune on July 31, 1959#

p.L

Copies

of "Western Minnesota Lacks Colleges," were reprinted by the WCEDA and
included in their presentation to the Regents that fall.
July also marked the arrival of 36-year old Rodney A. Briggs to
Morris as superintendent of the West Central School and Experiment
Station. A native of Wisconsin, Briggs received his Ph.D. in agronomy
at Rutgers University in 1953. In that same year he joined the Univer85
sity of Minnesota, Institute of Agriculture.
According to Briggs, in a meeting with Harold Macy, dean of the
College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Home Economics, and Theodore H.
Fenske:
... the concept of developing a liberal arts college at Morris
was first explored with me. It was my impression at that time
that if I were to go to Morris, I could supervise the development
of the new collegiate enterprise which would surely be authorized
by the 1961 Minnesota Legislature and at the same time phase out
the School of Agriculture and develop sui expanded experiment
station.

O -7

"Western Minnesota Lacks Colleges," St. Paul Pioneer Press,
July 15, 1959, p. 6.
8k

"Western Minnesota Lacks Colleges," The Morris Tribune, July 31.
1959, p. 2.
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Rupp, R. G., "A University Is Born," The Farmer, September 17.
1960, p. Ht.
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I was told at the time that the entire discussion of the
college possibility was in confidence and, in addition, the
announcement of my move to Morris was held up. I was told of the
legislative appearances of the West Central Educational Develop
ment Association and again asked to make no contact concerning the
Collegiate development. I was asked to stay away from all legisla
tive activity during the 1959 session.
Fenske would seem to have been very influential in the selecting
of Briggs for the Morris position. If a collegiate unit was to be estab
lished at the West Central School and Experiment Station the superinten
dent would have to be creditable to both the agricultural people within
the University and those on the Minneapolis campus. Briggs had a
doctoral degree and was familiar with the University of Minnesota from
his experience at the Institute of Agriculture on the St. Paul campus.

Summary
In this chapter the attempt has been made to review briefly the
development of higher education in Minnesota before the University of
Minnesota, Morris, came into existence. Clearly the University of
Minnesota dominated higher education in the state. The University en
rolled almost half of the students attending college in Minnesota. Its
charter preceded statehood and provides a great deal of autonomy for the
institution that other public colleges did not enjoy. The University
was the only state university, located in the largest metropolitan area,
and the land-grant college.
better written by Rodney A. Briggs to Gary L. McGrath on July 9.
197*S pp. 1-2.

*•6
The growth of college enrollments and continued expected growth,
in addition to the lack of college facilities in the western half of the
state resulted in legislative pressure on the University to consider
expansion. The declining enrollments at the University's agricultural
high schools at Crookston and Morris and available facilities were
brought to the University's attention by the Northwest Educational
Improvement Association and the West Central Educational Development
Association.
University of Minnesota President J. L. Morrill was opposed to the
University's establishing campuses throughout the state. The University's
proposed expansion of the Minneapolis campus to the west bank of the
Mississippi River was receiving stiff opposition in the rural dominated
legislature. The legislative commissions on the agricultural schools and
higher education in 1959 were quite clear in suggesting that the rural
area, particularly western Minnesota, expected their fair share of college
facilities. The April resolution of the 1959 legislature illustrated this
concern. Informally, legislative leaders such as Robert R. Dunlap had
indicated to University officials that something should be done.
The lack of colleges in western Minnesota was still receiving
statewide publicity in July of 1959. By the summer of 1959 the Univer
sity of Minnesota was prepared to take some action in regard to offering
collegiate instruction at their agricultural school in Morris. In July,
Rodney A. Briggs became the superintendent of the West Central School of
Agriculture and Experiment Station. University officials had indicated
to Briggs their plans to initiate a collegiate unit at the Morris school
in the near future.
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CHAPTER III
THE YEAR PRECEDING THE START OF CLASSES AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MORRIS
Representatives from the West Central Educational Development
Association, and Northwest Educational Improvement Association met with
the Board of Regents on October 3, 1959«

Following an introduction by

Regent A. J. Olsen, Edward J. LaFave, Jr., representing the West Central
Educational Development Association, made a presentation to the Regents
which included slides of the buildings at the West Central School of
Agriculture in Morris. The slides emphasized the available buildings
and accessibility of the school to neighboring communities."'"
Edward J. Morrison, executive vice president of the West Central
Educational Development Association, proceeded to make a statement to the
Regents, using maps and charts, citing data from previous reports on
higher education in Minnesota and additional data from surveys the WCEDA
had instigated. The first chart Morrison referred to predicted that
enrollment in Minnesota colleges would increase from 48,000 in 1955 to
95,000 in 1970. "Within the next 15 years two young people will be
knocking at the door of Minnesota colleges for each student who seeks

2

admission today."

The original source of this information had been

Minnesota's Stake in the Future, Higher Education 1956-1970* published
in December, 1956.
"'"Oral Presentation Accompanying Slides of West Central School of
Agriculture. Morris, Minnesota, Presented to the Board of Regents of the
University of Minnesota, October 3, 1959,
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Statement to Members of the Board of Regents of the University

of Minnesota by Edward J. Morrison Representing West Central Educational

Development Assoccation. October 3, 1959-

ks
Morrison also used the map which had appeared in the 1956 report,
showing the distribution of Minnesota's

colleges. "Seven per cent of

the facilities, 27 per cent of the high school graduates—and only one out
of ten of these graduates live [sic] within 25 miles of a college."^
Morrison referred to a study by Robert J. Keller of 1950 high
school graduates who had attended college by 195^. While 37 percent of
all Minnesota high school graduates attended college, the figure was if6
percent in the metropolitan areas and only 20 percent in the Morris
if
area.
Distance not only prevented students from attending college, but
it also affected where students chose to attend, according to the WCEDA.^
Of the 272 1958 graduates of the 25 high schools within 35 miles of
Morris more attended colleges outside of Minnesota, 19.5 percent, than
attended the University of Minnesota, 17.6 percent.^
Because of our high respect for this University, we regret
to report that colleges outside of Minnesota attracted a larger
number of our students than did the University of Minnesota.'
The drop in enrollment at the West Central School was noted. The
decline in enrollment ". .. has made some fine facilities available
right now—facilities which are desperately needed in the higher educa
tion field.
Surveys of high school students who would graduate in i960 and
1961 from the 25 high schools within 35 miles of the West Central
5Ibid.

if

^Ibid.
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School were cited.
In answer to the question, 'If a branch of the University
of Minnesota is established at Morris, will you attend that
branch?' 256 [sic] students after consulting their parents
stated flatly 'I will attend there', 764 students answered 'I
probably will attend there.' Here are 1,020 students from
within 35 miles of the West Central School who have indicated
a. definite desire to attend college there by the fall of 1961.
The most significant finding of our questionnaire concerned the
597 tenth and eleventh graders who said that they would prob
ably not attend college with facilities as they now exist.
They were asked, 'If a branch of the University is established
at Morris, will you attend there?* 4-3 [sic] responded 'I will
attend there', l6l responded 'I probably will attend there.'
Here are 214 promising young people of our area of western
Minnesota who are unable to attend college today because of the
cost involved in getting to and living at
distant institution.
Just think, distance from college is the determining factor with
more than 40 per cent of our 10th and 11th graders who do not
plan to go on to college as facilities exist in Western
Minnesota today. Incidentally the average scholastic standing
of these 204 students is B-.9
The WCEDA statement admitted it was difficult to predict any first
year enrollment using a questionnaire.
However, based on the supposition that the college portion of
the program would start by offering one year in the fall of
i960, we have carefully analyzed the group which will be gradu
ating from high school next spring.
To arrive at an expected enrollment figure, we counted
all of those who replied to our questionaire [sic] with the flat
statement 'I will attend there' - 65 boys and 52 girls. We
counted only half of those who replied 'I probably will attend
there' - 83 boys and 106 girls. Then we estimated that because
of marked interest in the work of our association from areas be
yond 35 miles plus the utter lack of any other college facili
ties anywhere near that area of the state, 10 per cent of our
total enrollment, 34 students, would come from areas not covered
by our survey. Our best estimate is therefore 340 students who
would actually enroll for freshman work next fall."*-®
9Ibid.
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The conclusion that adequate housing would be available was based
on surveys of available rooms in the community and the dormitories on
campus."'""'' Morrison reminded the Regents of Senate Concurrent Resolution
No. 2, and concluded:

"You know facilities are available. You know the

students are available. You have the unquestioned authority to conduct
12
such a pilot study. We urge you to take definite action now."
The Northwest Educational Improvement Association brochure also
referred to the inequitable distribution of college facilities in the
state and distance having an effect on who attends college. The brochure
stated: "PARTS OF NORTHWESTERN MINNESOTA ARE MORE THAN **00 MILES FROM
MAIN IJ CAMPUS."

13

However, as the map they included demonstrated,

Crookston was closer to higher education facilities than Morris.
Figure 3 shows the distances from existing colleges for Crookston and
Morris.
The NEIA also referred to studies they had done of the 1,058
seniors at the 21 high schools within 35 miles of Crookston.
A careful analysis of these students produces freshman enrollment
for i960 at the Northwest School of Agriculture as follows:

I960 — 252
However, it must be recognized that within the boundaries
of the three most northern counties of the area lies an unusual
situation. HERE IS AN AREA MORE COMPLETELY DEVOID OF HIGHER EDU
CATIONAL OPPORTUNITY THAN ANY OTHER AREA IN THE STATE. Some

11Ibid.
TV ,
lL,.,
Ibid.
"^Northwest Educational Improvement Association, The Purpose of
This Brochure Is to Set Forth the Facts Regarding the Need for Establish
ment of College Curriculum at the Present Northwest School of Agriculture,
University of Minnesota, Crookston, Minnesota, p. 5«
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Crookston and Morris

Source: Northwest Educational Improvement Association, The Purpose
of This Brochure Is to Set Forth the Facts Regarding the Need for Establish
ment of College Curriculum at the Present Northwest School of Agriculture,
University of Minnesota. Crookston, Minnesota, p. 5,
Figure 3. Crookston and Morris in Relation to Existing Colleges and the
University of Minnesota
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portions are 150 miles from any college facility and more than
miles from the main campus of the University of Minnesota.
Because these conditions exist, an additional survey was made
in selected schools. These were Kennedy, Roseau, Stephen and
Strandquist ... located from 55 to 110 miles from Crookston.
The purpose of this research was to ascertain the desire of the
seniors and their parents for attendance at the Northwest
School if college courses should be offered. The results of
this were then projected, on an average percentage basis, to
all high school seniors in the area north of Crookston outside
the 35 mile radius. Here are the results:
Additional northern area potential first year
(i960) students - - - 149
An arbitrary figure of 2 per cent of the total enroll
ment was used for the three most southern counties of the area.
This would mean 8_ students.
Thus we arrive at this estimate for freshmen (i960) students:
STUDENTS FROM 35 MILES RADIUS OF NORTHWEST SCHOOL - 252
STUDENTS FROM NORTHERN AREA

- 149

STUDENTS FROM SOUTHERN AREA

-

TOTAL ESTIMATE i960 COLLEGE FRESHMEN NW. SCHOOL

- 409

8

One cannot ignore either, the psychological effect of
placing the name University of Minnesota upon an institution.
The prestige engendered in the name itself, what it stands for—
high quality and complete education—would most assuredly be the
steppingstone for the entrance of many.1^
The Northwest Educational Improvement Association also referred
to a survey of available student housing and concluded that with the
dormitory space available at the Northwest School housing was available
for 972 students.

An aerial photograph of the Northwest School,

identifying the buildings was also included. The brochure ended with the
14
Ibid., pp. 14-15.
15Ibid.,

p. 15.
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following statement:
Because of the facts here assembled the Northwest Educa
tional Improvement Association recommends that the BOARD OF
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MOLD A NEW ROLE, AS~SOON
AS FEASIBLE, FOR THE NORTHWEST SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE, WHICH MIGHT
BETTER SERVE THE AGRICULTURALLY BASED ECONOMY OF NORTHWESTERN
MINNESOTA. WE BELIEVE THAT THIS NEW ROLE SHOULD INCLUDE FULL
UNIVERSITY COURSES IN THE ARTS AljD SCIENCES AND THE STRENGTHENING
OF THE EXPERIMENT STATION WORK.1"
The Minneapolis Tribune reported that President Morrill was having a restudy made of the situation and that a proposal should go to the Regents
the winter of 1959-60:
He said he felt some progress would have been made in this
area already if the 1959 legislative picture had not been
•clouded* by
communities2kall asking establishment of junior
colleges.-*-'
In a letter dated October 30, one day before the next Regents'
meeting, from E. J. LaFave, Jr., to Theodore H. Fenske, associate dean.
Institute of Agriculture, LaFave made reference to a "call" the two had
earlier.
Needless to say, your call left 'butterflies' in my
stomach and I think Ed has the same reaction. He is sworn to
secrecy and I have not and will not discuss the matter with any
one else until I hear from you. The money will be available when
ever you need it and I feel very confident that we can fulfill
the minimum requirements you set on the other item, (handwritten)
(250 students or more)-^"
"^Ibid., p. 18.
17
Rowan, C. T., "Regents Urged to Convert 2 Ag. Schools,"
Minneapolis Sunday Tribune, October 4, 1959, p. 12B.
18
Letter written by Edward J. LaFave, Jr., to Theodore H. Fenske
on October 30, 1959«
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The reference to "Ed" is Edward J. Morrison.
LaFave sent to Rod Briggs a copy of his letter to Fenske and the
following note:
Enclosed find a copy of my letter to Ted.
He had two specific requirements to sell this deal as I told you—
1. $30,000
2. 250 students or more, but at least 250.
I hope we can keep that promise and I feel certain we can."*"^
In a story by the Morris Tribune, following the Board of Regents*
decision to offer collegiate work at Morris, it was commented:
The offer by officials of the West Central Educational
Development Association (WCEDA) to give substantial financial
assistance to the University of Minnesota to purchase scientific
and library equipment and supplies of a non-recurring nature for
a college-level branch of the university on the West Central
School campus at Morris may have made it possible for the Board
of Regents of the university to undertake the college program
here at this time.
That was the feeling of WCEDA leaders when they learned
late Thursday that the regents have authorized first-year
college instruction on the West Central School campus, starting
in the fall of i960.20
At a closed meeting of the Board of Regents on October 31, 1959,
not an unusual procedure during this time, President Morrill reported
that he had received a request from the Legislative Research Committee:

19
Letter written by Edward J. LaFave, Jr., to Rodney A. Briggs,
not dated.
20"WCEDA Offer of Aid May Have Paved Way for Regents* Action,"
The Morris Tribune, November 6, 1959» p. 1.
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. . . that the Regents be represented to testify before their
subcommittee on November 16 as to the effect a new State
College in western or southwestern Minnesota would have upon
college level work offered by the University of Minnesota West
Central School of Agriculture and Experiment Station at Morris.
After extensive discussion the following position was taken by
the Board of Regents:
I
The Board of Regents, following study for more than two
years, has concluded that it is now desirable and feasible to
begin the phasing out of high school instruction and to begin
offering collegiate instruction at the West Central School and
Station at Morris, Minnesota. The studies also suggest that it
may be both desirable and feasible to offer a similar program
at the Northwest School and Station at Crookston.
The Regents regard these educational developments as so
significant and of such long-range importance that they have
agreed that seriatum development of them is a sounder course of
action than to initiate simultaneous development. Clearly the
experience at Morris will be of crucial importance in final
determination of the course of action to be pursued with respect
to the Crookston School, and the Regents pledge their serious
consideration of the collegiate instructional needs of the
Crookston-Northwestern Minnesota region.
II
In view of the current increasing number of high school
graduates and the attendent [sic] demand for collegiate level
educational opportunities it is regarded as desirable and it
has been judged feasible to begin collegiate instruction at the
West Central School in the autumn of I96O.21
While the Regents had made their decision on October 31, 1959,
the announcement was not released to the press until the evening of

22
November 5, 1959.
The delay was at the urging of Theodore H. Fenske
who thought the Morris newspaper should be the first to release the news

21
University of Minnesota, Board of Regents, Minutes, October 31.
1959, pp. 569-570.
• 22

*'• U* to Offer College Level Work at Morris," University of
Minnesota, News Release, November 5» 1959.
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or at least coinicidentally with the statewide metropolitan news25
papers.
The owner and publisher of the Morris newspaper, Edward J.
Morrison, had been an active supporter of the University's offering
college courses at the Morris agricultural school.
The decision by the Board of Regents appeared on the front page
of the Minneapolis Tribune, November 6, 1959. President Morrill attributed
the Regents' action to the Legislative Research Committee:
•They have requested us to testify before their committee
November 16 as to the effect upon such sin institution in western
Minnesota if the university were to give college work at Morris.
•You can't answer that question until you take a look at
whether you are going to do anything in western Minnesota.'2^
The "institution" Morrill made reference to was a new state college the
Legislative Research Committee was considering.
With regard to Crookston: "Experience at Morris will be 'of
crucial importance' in deciding on action at Crookston, Morrill said."2''
In regards to quality:
'If we offer academic work at Morris we'll try to develop
the same standards of quality for what little we do there as we
did at Duluth, for instance,' he said.2"
With regard to legislative support: "It will be recognized that
25
Better written by Rodney A. Briggs to Gary L. McGrath on July 9,
1974, pp. 3-4; interview with Edward J. Morrison on July 15, 197^.
2k

Kleeman, R. P., "'U' Will Open Branch at Morris Next Fall, Will
Offer Freshman Courses," Minneapolis Tribune. November 6, 1959, p. 1.
2"^Ibid.,

p.

1.

26Ibid.,

p.

11.
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&ny development of continuing collegiate or post—high, school level work
at these schools will require legislative support."2''
The reason for offering first year college courses at Morris:
Primary reason for the program change at Morris, Morrill
said, was to serve an area barren of college facilities. The
move is exploratory, and regents are not committed to either a
two or four-year school.

Edward J. Morrison commended the regents* action. The West Central
Educational Development Association, he stated:

'. . . will now turn its attention to seeking ways and
means of aiding the university in the development of its program
at Morris. Such help will undoubtedly include financial assist
ance as well as student surveys to aid in the development of
curriculums.
'The association also will continue to support moves to
bring college facilities to other areas of western Minnesota.'2^

Senator Robert Dunlap, chairman of the Senate Education Committee,
stated:

'This is what I have been trying to encourage. I don't
consider this premature. Rather it is part of the regents'
study recommended by the 1959 legislature. It will help us to
determine student body reaction and demand.'50

Representative Peter Popovich, St. Paul, acknowledged the decision
was "good on an experimental basis.
^Ibid., p. 1.
Ibid., p. 11.
29
McDonald, John, "Lawmakers Are Pleased by New Branch," Minneapolis
Tribune. November 6, 1959, p. 11.
^°Ibid., p. 1.
31Ibid.,

p. 11.
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'But it presents a problem to the legislative research com
mittee, of which I am a member. The LRC is studying the feasibil
ity of establishing a four-year state college in southwestern
Minnesota.'
Popovich said that if the university-Morris program turns
out well, it would seem to eliminate the need for a state college
in such otherwise likely cities as Montevideo and Willmar. He
said he is not sure—as many legislators are not sure—whether
education in Minnesota ought to go in the direction of university
decentralization (outstate branches) or more state colleges.52
Senator Clifford J. Benson, Ortonville, 45 miles southwest of
Morris, and Representative B. J. Bergeson, Twin Valley, kO miles south
east of Crookston, "were pleased with the decision."^ Bergeson, who
had served as vice chairman of the Legislative Commission on Agricultural
Schools, commented:
'Apparently the regents
college courses started at the
realize that Morris is farther
Crookston will be converted in

think as we do. I'd like to have
same time at Crookston, but I
away from a college. I hope
196l.'5^

The president of the Northwest Educational Improvement Association,
Thomas Hagen, referred to the Board of Regents' decision as "a wonderful
break.
•The precedent is set. We're scheduled to be next—and
under-the circumstances the regents probably couldn't start
this in more than one place at a time.*56

^2Ibid., pp. 1-11.
^Ibid., p. 11.
34
Ibid., p. 11.
35
McDonald, op. cit., p. 11.
^Ibid., p. 11.
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The legislature did not, however, authorize collegiate instruction
at Crookston during the next legislative session. It was not until 1966
that the University of Minnesota Technical Institute at Crookston began
its two year programs in agriculture, business, and food service manage
ment.^
The regents' decision even received notice in The New York Times.
"U. of Minnesota to Open kth Unit, Will Offer College Courses at Experi
ment Station in Western Part of State," briefly summarized the legisla
tive debate over how to expand higher education in Minnesota."^
The Minneapolis Tribune called the regents' action a "surprise"^
and, keeping in mind President Morrill's previous opposition to the
University's decentralizing, this would seem to be justified. While
the decision by the Regents may have been unexpected by many observers,
the establishment of more college facilities in the western half of the
state would seem to have eventually occurred, regardless of the Univer
sity of Minnesota. The rural dominated legislature recognized the rural
migration to urban areas and the decline of the small farm.

To para

phrase Edward J. Morrison, if we in rural Minnesota do not get such
things as good roads and educational facilities our area will continue
l+Q

to wither away.

To have the local consolidated high school or a

37
Sahlstrom, S. D., "University of Minnesota Technical Institute,
Crookston," University of Minnesota Biennial Report of the President and
of the Board of Regents, I966-I968, p. 115.
38
"U. of Minnesota to Open ^th Unit, Will Offer College Courses
at Experiment Station in Western Part of State," The New York Times,
November 15, 1959, p. 137.
"^Kleeman, op. cit., p. 1.
z+o
Stated by Edward J, Morrison in an interview with Gary L#
McGrath at Morris, Minnesota, on December 18, 197*+.
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college, the supreme prize, meant a great deal to the rural town.

The

presence of an educational institution not only bolstered the town's
economy, but also gave evidence that the town was healthy and growing.
Why did the-Morris group want to be associated with the Univer
sity of Minnesota?

While the Legislative Research Committee may have

been studying the feasibility of establishing a new state college, no
new state colleges had been established since Bemidji in 1919, which was
then a state normal school.

The transfer of University property at

Morris to the state college board would also seem to have been difficult
ifl
to consummate legally.

The final and probably most important reason

was the recognition by the leaders of the West Central Educational
Development Association that the University was the most prestigious
ho
higher education institution in the state.
state university and represented quality.

The University was the

Morrison, LaFave, Gay,

Behuler, and Stahler had received either their undergraduate, law or
medical degrees from the University**"5 and identified themselves with
this .institution.
Who had influenced the decision to begin collegiate work at
Morris?

Certainly Robert R. Dunlap, a powerful legislative leader, was

a key participant.

His support for ". .. some kind of 'educational-

opportunity* concessions . . ."to the western part of the state
41
Stated by Morrison in the interview cited previously.
42
Ibid.
43
"Equal Educational Opportunity + Hard Work = The University of
Minnesota, Morris," University of Minnesota Alumni News 59:4-8. Mav.

I960.

..."

indicated strong legislative support for the University to take

some action.
Within the University of Minnesota, Theodore H. Fenske, associate
dean of the institute of agriculture, and William T. Middlebrook, comp
troller and vice president, would also seem to have been important
sources of support for expansion to western Minnesota. Fenske probably
supported the offering of college courses at Morris so long as they
would not be in areas related to the study of agriculture.

The

Institute of Agriculture, in St. Paul, probably did not want to establish
the precedent that the agricultural high schools might become agricultural
colleges. They envisioned one large collegiate unit in St. Paul.
Middlebrook, acknowledged by many as the top aide to Morrill,^
had been a staunch advocate of University expansion to the west bank of
the Mississippi River in Minneapolis.^6 Perhaps Middlebrook viewed the
establishment of collegiate work at Morris as necessary in order to get
rural legislative support for the Minneapolis expansion.
President Morrill, who had within a short time planned to retire,
acceded to the demands for the University to establish a unit in western
Minnesota.

Morrill proceeded actively to shape the character of the

University's new campus. Malcolm M. Willey wrote to Morrill:
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I thought the morning newspapers [November 6, 1959] handled
very well the significant announcement of the Regents' decision
to start collegiate instruction at Morris. I was particularly in
terested in the column of reactions printed in the [Minneapolis]
Tribune. By and large, these are exceedingly helpful though in
the case of Mr. Popvich there is a slight overtone that may fore
shadow some later discussion.
I still think the move was exceedingly wise and one that we
can defend on educational grounds which indeed is the basis upon
which it should be defended.
I think we have experience, as a result of the transition at
Duluth, that will aid us greatly at Morris.
I think there was complete agreement in our preliminary
discussions that the operation of the new collegiate program
should be divorced, administratively, from the Institute of Agri
culture. I, for one, think it would be a great mistake to have
the collegiate enterprise developed as an adjunct of the Institute
of Agriculture or even in the public mind to become confused with
the Institute ...
I should like to suggest that in developing the collegiate
program at Morris, the first step be to name the head of the
collegiate activity, and it is my momentary judgement that he
should be given the title of Dean. The matter of status is
important for the individual as well as in building up the right
conception of the new activity in the public mind
Obviously you yourself will not be in position to carry
through all of the meetings and to concern yourself with all of
the details that will be involved in the establishment of the
collegiate program. Delegation of this responsibility seems to
me essential. I would suggest the creation of a small committee
(and you will recall that the Duluth Advisory Committee functioned
admirably) of which perhaps I should be chairman, and on which
most certainly should sit Dean Fenske, a representative from the
Morris School (preferably the person to be designated as Dean, if
Dean is determined upon), and a few other staff members who would
be in position to give us advice and counsel so essential in
building the curriculum for the first and second years. I think
especially of Professor Robert Keller, Dean E. W. McDiarmid (be
cause of Arts College relationships which will be very important
here as they were at Duluth), Mr. Lunden (because of the many fiscal
considerations that will be involved), and one or two faculty
members; and here I think specifically of Professor Lloyd M. Short,
chairman of the Senate Committee on Education, and possibly
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someone like Professor Robert Beck who would be a possible link
between the Faculty Consultative Committee on the one hand, and
the College of Education on the other. The name of Dean Marcia
Edwards also comes to mind for the help she might give in
curriculum consideration, with her ability to draw upon the
experience and counsel of appropriate members of the faculty of
the College of Education.
It is my judgement that with lines of authority thus drawn,
and with a working committee set up to formulate the specific
plans for operation, the Morris program will gain acceptance both
in the Morris community and what is equally important, right
here on the campuses in Minneapolis and St. Paul

Morrill replied to Willey on November 12, 1959:
In regard to our "collegiate instruction at Morris" enter
prise and your memorandum of November 6:
It has been my thought from the beginning of our earliest
discussions of possible collegiate work at either Morris or
Crookston Schools and Stations, or both, that you be requested
and designated with line authority from the President's office to
undertake the planning, policy development and administrative
overview of any such program very much in the manner of, and your
experience with, the organization and early development of our
Duluth Branch. Mr. Fenske has made very plain—and especially so
at a recent meeting of the Regents at which the Morris decision
was made—that the operation at Morris quite clearly transcended
the authority and administration of the Institute of Agriculture.
He felt that the Institute of Agriculture, and more especially his
assigned responsibilities within the Institute, would have to be
at least jointly responsible for the phasing-out of the School
and that the Institute must continue to be fully responsible for
the operation of the Experiment Station. With this I presume
that we both quite agree, you and I.
You are entirely right, I am sure, that we need to under
take immediately the organization of the collegiate program at
Morris and the organization of a committee to assist you in the
matter, with yourself as its chairman, seems to me completely
sound. I wish you would proceed accordingly. Perhaps as a
matter of form, the committee and its chairman should be appointed
by the President—but I would act upon your recommendations as to
committee personnel.

k7

Letter written by Malcolm M. Willey to J. L. Morrill on
November 6, 1959«
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Dean Fenske, I agree, should most certainly be a member of
the committee. The appointment of Dean McDiarmid because of Arts
College relationships is clearly indicated, and I would suppose
that on behalf of the College of Education Dean Marcia Edwards
would serve most usefully.
As to additional faculty members, you would be in best
position to make the appropriate nominations. Actually, I have
some doubts as to whether the Senate Committee on Education or
the Faculty Consultative Committee need be represented——and some
skepticism as to whether such representation would be a help or
a hindrance, administratively. But here again I am willing to
rely on your judgement.
Both of us were in agreement, I think, that the curriculum
originally proposed by Mr. Fenske needs very careful reappraisal
and probably very considerable pruning as an important first step
in planning, both educational and fiscal.

As to the 'head of the collegiate activity' and his title,
you will remember that Dean Fenske rather strongly recommended
that the new superintendent of the Morris School and Station,
Dr. Rodney A. Briggs, be made responsible for all three aspects
of the Morris enterprise: collegiate instruction, the School of
Agriculture and the Experiment Station activities. He reminded
us that Briggs had been appointed to the superintendency effec
tive July 1 by transfer from the College of Agriculture Department
oi Agronomy and Plant Genetics where he had been serving at the
rank of associate professor with very fine competence both in
teaching and research. Briggs' salary is $10,000 or above and in
view of the fact that we must find some $*t0,000 to manage collegi
ate instruction at Morris from University resources, Mr. Fenske
felt that the use of Dr. Briggs would be important financially.
I have no special feeling about this but it is one angle which
you and I will want to canvass very carefully with Fenske, I think.
Service by Mr. Lunden on your committee would be useful
but I am greatly worried about the overloading we are placing upon
Mr. Lunden just now and I would raise the question whether Mr.
Clint Johnson might be delegated by Mr. Lunden to serve on the
committee, thus relieving Larry somewhat?
of this, quite confidentially, one dread possibility
lurks in the back of my mind—namely, that because of the steel
strike and the failure of iron ore occupational revenues in
particular the Governor may believe it necessary to make a hori
zontal cut in all state appropriations, including ours. If this
were to occur, further general University retrenchment would
most certainly become inevitable and we will be hard put, indeed,
to go forward with the extra expense of collegiate instruction at
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Morris. .This is a spook which I hope will vanish into the
shadows1
On November 18, 1959» President Morrill sent a memo to Marcia
Edwards, associate dean of the College of Education; Theodore H. Fenske,
associate dean of the Institute of Agriculture; Clinton T. Johnson, vice
president and treasurer; E. W. McDiarmid, dean of the College of Sciences,
Literature and the Arts; Lloyd M. Short, chairman of the Political
Science Department, R. E. Summers, dean of admissions and records, and
Malcolm M. Willey, vice president of academic administration, asking
them to serve as a Morris Campus Advisory Committee.^ At the November
21, 1959* Board of Regents meeting, President Morrill announced the
formation of this committee to be chaired by Willey.-'0 Frank Verbrugge,
associate dean of the Institute of Technology, while not mentioned in the
November 18 memorandum or the November 21 Regents' meeting, did serve as
51
a member of the committee.^
The dean of the Institute of Technology
had suggested that the Morris committee have a representative from the
Institute of Technology.
i+8
Letter written by J. L. Morrill to Malcolm M. Willey on
November 12, 1959.
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Letter written by J. L. Morrill to Marcia Edwards, Theodore H.
Fenske, Clinton T. Johnson, E. W. McDiarmid, Lloyd M. Short, R. E.
Summers, and Malcolm M. Willey on November 18, 1959.
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The Morris Campus Advisory Committee was:

... to begin at once the study and analyses that will lead to
recommendations for the organizing of the new collegiate program.

On two points I am clear, and I believe they should under
lie all of the thinking of the committee. First, whatever curric
ulum recommendations may be formulated must conform to the high
standards of academic excellence that is the hallmark of instruc
tion offered by the University in all of its collegiate depart
ments. As we develop the instructional program at Morris, this
ideal of University curricular integrity must be ever assured.
Second, we must regard the collegiate program at Morris as
an integral part of the total University. The general educational
policies and the administrative policies and procedures that
govern the University as a whole should apply at Morris, admitting
only such adaptations as the fact of physical separation may
dictate. Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth and Morris are all part
of a single University pattern, and developments at this newest
collegiate unit must be in conformity with this over-all [sic!]
pattern. Morris is not to be a separate unit, but an integrated
one, a full partner in the total University instructional enter
prise.

The initial meeting of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee on
December 2, 1959» can be seen as crucial in establishing the premises
upon which the Morris campus was based. The stress on a •'. .. high
standard of academic excellence ..." and Morris' being "... an inte
gral part of the total University .. ." are consistent with Morrill's
position and were agreed to by the committee.

The assumption that a

second year would be offered at Morris drew the following handwritten
comment by Morrill on the copy of the committee's minutes which he
received from Willey, "omit from any public statement at this time?"55
53
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The committee agreed to a purpose for the Morris campus:
There was general discussion concerning the purposes of
the Morris unit and it was pointed out that agreement with
respect to these purposes was essential at the outset in order
that there would be a focus for the curriculum discussions that
are to follow. It was asked, Is the purpose to provide voca
tional education, to create a two-year community college, to
develop a pre-professional program, or to provide, perhaps on a
two-year basis, a program of general education? After lengthy
discussion in which various factors were canvassed, it was
agreed that it appears that both the Regents and the people of
the area involved are thinking in terms of what would be
essentially a liberal arts program through which able students
from the region might move, with the thought that ultimately
they would transfer to other colleges of the University or to
other institutions of higher education.56
The program was to be liberal arts with the students being able to trans
fer to other colleges within the University. It is interesting to reflect
on the need for this type of discussion. A campus of the University had
been initiated with no clear purpose in mind.
Some University of Minnesota, Morris, faculty and students in
the late 1960's often referred to the Morris campus as an "experimental
college." The phrase implied that UMM was established on a campus to
develop new liberal arts curriculum innovations. The minutes of the
December 2, 1959» Morris Campus Advisory Committee clearly refute this
explanation of Morris as "experimental."
There was also discussion of the extent to which the Morris
program might be regarded as 'an experimental study.' Was the
activity at Morris to be a pilot project on which other projects
might later be modeled at other schools? After discussion, there
appeared to be agreement that there was no thought of any special
educational experiment, but rather that Morris would be an experi
ment to the extent that it demonstrated for the next Legislature
and for those interested in higher education generally, what the
56Ibid.,

p. 2.
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demand for collegiate work in the western section of the state
might be, and how these might be met. The Morris program in
this sense would be a demonstration project.57
The committee agreed that the administrative structure should be
similar to that at Duluth. "Morris would thus be a component part of
58
the total University operation."
The committee agreed to name the head of the Morris unit a dean,
but only after a great deal of discussion.
. . . There was protracted discussion of whether it would
be advisable at the outset, since no individual has thus far been
named as head of the program and no commitments for such naming
have been made, to name the responsible administrative officer
as Dean °r Acting Dean. It was pointed out that it is exceedingly
important that the person who has responsibility for developing
the program have good relationships and be fully accepted by
departments and staff members at Minneapolis and St. Paul, since
he will be working closely with them in many matters pertaining
to curriculum and staffing. There was some feeling expressed
that to name a man immediately as Dean without any consultation
or prior intimation, might create negative attitudes. (It was
pointed out during this discussion that there were some questions
and even misgivings in the minds of some staff members on the
Minneapolis campus with respect to the Morris program.) It was
stressed that the all important thing is to facilitate the work
of the staff member who will have administrative responsibility
in the initial stages of Morris. On the other hand, it was
argued that the officer who is to have responsibility needs all
of the status and all of the prestige that can be given to him,
and that designation at the beginning as Dean would add to his
first effectiveness. Admittedly, this position (and it was held
by the chairman) was a minority position and so the recommenda
tion of the Committee to the President clearly would be that
during the planning stages the officer in charge be designated
as Acting Dean, with the further statement that this title
would cover the period up to the point when staff was named and
the program ready to move forward, which would be as of 16
September i960. There was confidence that this would cause no
embarrassment during the intermediate period and would provide
an opportunity to appraise carefully the qualifications and per
sonality of any individual who ultimately would be given the
title of Dean.59
97Ibid.,
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With regard to the comment in parentheses about the "misgivings" by some
staff members on the Minneapolis campus with respect to Morris President
Morrill had noted "by whom?
The minutes reported that following the discussion of the title
for the administrative head of the Morris campus, President Morrill
stopped by to express appreciation that the committee was working.^"
During the first few meetings of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee,
the president attended at least part of each session.
The last item discussed by the committee was establishing a ". ..
62
threshold for admission."

"In this connection, it was underscored that

it would be most important to have adequate counseling available to stu63
dents who seek admission and are accepted."

Morrill noted on his copy
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of the minutes, "What standard?"
The Morris Campus Advisory Committee met the next day, December 3»
1959.

The committee recommended that the Morris unit be called the Uni-
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versity of Minnesota, Morris.
The committee then continued its discussion of the previous day
with regard to establishing an admissions threshold for the Morris campus.

It seemed to be the consensus that the admission threshold should
perhaps be somewhat below the existing threshold in the College
of Science, Literature, and the Arts, but slightly above that of
the College of Agriculture. 6
^°Ibid.,

p. 3.

^"Ibid., p. 4.

^Ibid., p.

4.

^Ibid., p. 4.
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The need for admissions counseling was, again, stressed. ' This concern
for admissions counseling would seem to reflect the uncertainty of the
committee with regard to who would be interested in enrolling at Morris.
The committee then discussed the curriculum which should be
offered at Morris and ". .. the desirability of transferability of
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credit."

The committee recognized:

. . . it may not be possible at the beginning, to provide offerings
that will meet the needs of all possible students. What is desired
is a curriculum that will prove advantageous to the greatest num
ber of students and permit their moving through University pro
grams. There may be individual instances involving Morris stu
dents when it will be advisable for the student not to enter
Morris until the curriculum is further enriched, but rather to
enter at Minneapolis or St. Paul as a freshman. It would be hoped
that the number of such cases would be small indeed; but the possi
bility of their existence was recognized."9

Courses which should be offered were then discussed.

Included in

the initial courses were noncredit courses in English and mathematics
". .. to permit students inadequately trained to meet the minimum
70
standards imposed for admission to the University."

Again, there

appeared to be some uncertainty by members of the committee with regard
to the quality of the students who would enroll.
At the December 9, 1959» meeting of the Morris Campus Advisory
Committee, President Morrill came in and asked that the ". .. Committee
reconsider the recommendations it had made on student admission thres71
holds."

Morrill reviewed his concerns about admission standards which
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would exclude a large number of applicants. Some of the difficulties he
foresaw:
Unfavorable Legislative and community impact in terms of
what might be regarded as an inadequate response to the college
needs of Western Minnesota;
Possible strengthening of the case for state college
development in Western Minnesota to the exclusion of University
development;
Possible premature restriction of the experimental work
at Morris.'^
The committee reviewed their reasons for recommending an admissions
threshold.
.. . They pointed out the implications for liberal arts calibre
work as against the problems of economy at Morris. Difficulties
could arise with co-mingling students of different ability and
unfavorable comparisons might be made with other University
campuses if selectivity is not good. It seemed important to
establish nominal standards at the outset. There was consider
able discussion of student drop out and transfer and of the
advantages of high selectivity. It was remarked that even the
General College does not have in it any large percentage of re
jectees from other colleges of the University which admit
freshman. Its facilities are still available to students from
the Morris area. Legislative attitudes also came in for dis
cussion.73
The December 9 meeting of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee was
adjourned with no action taken soon after the president left.7*4
The December 11, 1959» meeting of the Board of Regents approved
the recommendations of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee relative to
naming the Morris unit the University of Minnesota, Morris, designating
7^Ibid.,

p. 1.
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the head of the campus a dean, and the appointment of Rodney A. Briggs
as acting dean.75
Morrill's concern about establishing admission requirements too
high initially was probably well founded. With no assurance to the
prospective student that the Morris "experiment" would exist for even a
second year, students with good academic records might well opt to attend
other established colleges in Minnesota. The problem, as Morrill was well
aware, was to enroll a significant number of students, in this case 250,
to justify the University's offering coursework in western Minnesota.
The 2j8 students who enrolled at the University of Minnesota,
Morris, in the fall of i960 did have the second lowest median high
school rank, and lowest test scores of any class subsequently to attend
the Morris campus. Table 2 shows the comparison for the first three years.

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF THE MEDIAN HIGH SCHOOL RANK, MINNESOTA
SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST PERCENTILE, AND AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTING COM
POSITE OF ENTERING UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MORRIS FRESHMEN
Comparison item

I960

1961

1962

Median high school rank

70

69

78

Median Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude
Test percentile

ko

kk

50

Median American College Testing
composite

20

21

23

Source: Granger, S. G., "Factual Information Relative to the
Student Body of the University of Minnesota, Morris,"
75
University of Minnesota, Board of Regents, Minutes, December 11,
1959» p. 660.
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The median high school rank of the first students to enroll at
the University of Minnesota, Morris, was good in comparison with other
Minnesota freshmen.
This record places the Morris population somewhat above all
Minnesota college freshmen and ranks them similar to private
Liberal Arts freshmen and freshmen in the College of Science,
Literature, and the Arts at the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis.76
However, the first students to attend the University of Minnesota,
Morris, did not fare as well on the Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test
and American College Testing scores.
MSAT results showed the Morris group to rank well below the
College of Science, Literature, and the Arts freshmen and the
Liberal Arts college freshmen, and similar to all college fresh
men in Minnesota, thus suggesting less ability in spite of the
high school rank report. A possible explanation is that a lack
of verbal skills, vocabulary, and reading comprehension handicaps
a rural student, hence the verbal scholastic aptitude test such as
MSAT could be an underestimate of actual scholastic aptitude.
This probably accounts for the fact that the Morris students did
much better in the Army General Classification Test, the less
verbal test of intellectual or scholastic aptitude.'7
The Morris Campus Advisory Committee's recommending a noncredit
English course was justified by the scores of the Morris students on the
English section of the ACT.
American College Testing shows the Morris population to be
deficient in the English skills when compared to state-wide college-
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bound students. They aire similar in Mathematics, Social Studies,
and Natural Sciences to the state-wide college-bound students.
While the Morris Campus Advisory Committee was being formed and
establishing the basic premises for the new unit, the West Central Educa
tional Development Association began the day after the October 31
Regents' meeting to raise the money they had promised for the new
college. The first donations were made by the Citizens Bank, Radio
Station KMRS, and the Morris Tribune.^
On January 8, I960, the West Central Educational Development
Association presented a check for $15,000 to the Board of Regents to
establish a college library at Morris. The money was to serve as a testi
monial to the late Clayton A. Gay, the first president of the WCEDA, and
Dr. F. W. Behmler, who had chaired the 1957-1959 Legislative Commission
8Q
on Agricultural Schools.
In addition to the $15,000 gift the organization already
had contributed $35,000 "for such purposes as remodeling of
classrooms and/or laboratories for college use, purchase of
needed equipment not now available, and the purchase of supplies
and for any other needed expenditures necessary to get the
college program under way."°l
The West Central Educational Development Association had fulfilled its
monetary promise.
^Ibid., pp. 85-86.
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The minutes of the January 8, i960, Board of Regents' meeting in
cluded resolutions from the Parents Council of the West Central School
and Minnesota Farm Bureau

commending the Regents' action.^2 The Parents

Council also expressed the desire that the secondary education program
continue at the West Central School, u. • • provided that such continuance
does not jeopardize or interfere with the college program."^"5
Some of the people associated with the Parents Council had been
opposed to the establishment of the college if the secondary school were
to be phased out. Through the efforts of Briggs and the officers of the
West Central Educational Development Association the final Parents Council
resolution was worded in such a way as to be in support of the college
and the continuation of the secondary program.^
Fenske had sent a copy of the Parents Council resolution to
Morrill prior to the January 8t i960, Board of Regents meeting.^
Morrill told Fenske he would report the resolution to the Regents. In
regard to the continuing of the secondary school:
Since the whole Morris collegiate-level program is experi
mental, we certainly are in a position to take account of the
wishes of the Council in the matter of having the School serve
as an alternate to a collegiate-level program. Should there,
for some reason, be a failure of the collegiate-level experiment
to develop as we presently envision it, probably we would wish
to continue use of the School both for school purposes and other
short course and educational activities. This is hardly an

Op
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alternative for which we can plan firmly, however, when we are
as deggly committed to seeking success in the collegiate experiment•
The Regents and University of Minnesota administration could use
the support from groups like the West Central School Parents Council
because their October J1 decision with regard to Morris had precipitated
a great deal of negative reactions. The decision to delay the University
news release of the decision to offer college courses at the Morris agri
cultural school had caused some of the criticism. The president of the
State Board of Education, Lyman Huntley, called the University's action
87
a "violation of trust."
At the initial meeting of the new Liaison
Committee on Higher Education, no mention of the Morris plan had been
made by the University officials in attendance. Yet, within a few days,
the decision by the Board of Regents was made public.
The Western and Southwestern Minnesota Four Year College Committee
was also critical of the University decision. The committee, based in
Montevideo, 54 miles south of Morris, had as one of its spokesmen, State
Senator Fay Child of Maynard. Montevideo was the principal city in the
senator's district. The Montevideo committee presented its position at
the November 21, 1959» Board of Regents meeting. Ironically, before they
arrived, the regents had approved the Morris Campus Advisory Committee.
•Don't burn your bridges behind you,' said State Senator
Fay Child, Maynard, who asked the regents to leave things as they
are at Morris until the state legislature can set over-all [sic]
educational policy for western Minnesota.
Letter written by J. L. Morrill to Theodore H. Fenske on
January 4, i960.
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Child accused the regents of 'pre-empting the functions
of the legislature' and of action contrary to the intent of a
legislative resolution which they voted in October to begin
freshman-year classes at Morris next fall.
•You have created an intolerable situation for the
people concerned about the type of education that we are going
to get in western Minnesota,' said the senator, who announced
earlier that he will fight any legislative appropriation for the
university to operate a college program at Morris.
President Morrill called the situation in western Minnesota

..

as perplexing and confused a picture as anything I know."^ Morrill
referred to the offering of college courses at Morris as "exploratory"
and

.. no commitment has been made for extended operation at

Morris."^
0. B. Rekow, chairman of the Western and Southwestern Minnesota
College Committee, told the regents that ". .. Morris was a bad choice
because 'the population is declining in the area to be served by Morris'"
and the

.. strong feeling 'the university ought not branch out into

this area.'
State Senator Cliff J, Benson, Ortonville, in whose district
Morris was included, sent a letter to William Prindle dated December 22,
1959» urging Prindle to
.. . get some of your friends straightened out. ... After
all, no one ever gets anywhere knocking his competitor, and we
in Minnesota should work together to see that the young people
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of this area have an opportunity for college training, and I be
lieve the first thing we should do is use the facilities we have,
and those which are now available.9
Prindle replied to Benson:
You suggest that the really important thing for Western
Minnesota is that the young people in this area have an oppor
tunity for higher education, and that it is really not so
important whether the opportunity is at Marshall, Redwood Falls,
Montevideo or Morris. I agree with you in this, but I am un
willing to go along with the proponents of the Morris site who
argue that the primary consideration in the selection of a loca
tion should be the presence at Morris of a few buildings of
relatively insignificant value, inadequate for college purposes,
and located in an area remote from the geographical center of
greatest need. I am disturbed by the suggestion that consider
ations of this kind should influence the opportunities of young
people in western Minnesota to acquire a higher education for
the next 100 years.
The Legislature at its next session in all likelihood, will be
presented with an opportunity to select a state college site
in a rational and wholly non-political manner. It is my
sincere hope, in the interests of furnishing young people in
Western Minnesota with the best possible opportunity for higher
education, that the Legislature will select ihe Montevideo site
for the development of a new state college.9-^
Montevideo would continue to oppose the establishment of a
college at the West Central School in Morris through the first year the
University of Minnesota, Morris, was in existence.

In February, i960,

HjLis Star ran a series of articles on the nine communities
competing for the site of the new four year state college.

In the

article on Montevideo, Ollie Rekow pointed out the central location of
92Letter

written by Cliff J. Benson to William Prindle on
December 22, 1959.
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Letter written by William Prindle to Clifford J. Benson on
December 30, 1959.
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their communityy offered to give the state a 150 acre site, with sewer,
electric, and water lines run out to it at no cost to the state.^ It
was all to no avail.
The legislature did not select a site for a new state college until
1963. It was at Marshall. Southwest Minnesota State College enrolled its
first class of students in 1967.
Disenchantment with the Regents1 decision of October 31 was not
limited to the Montevideo area. Governor Orville L. Freeman wrote to
President Morrill:
I've just returned from a very exhaustive tour of western
Minnesota where I held several hour-long meetings—four and five
a day, in fact—and then answered questions in connection with
state government. You will be pleased to know that I found a
heightened awareness of the importance of higher education and a
lot more information than previously was the case.
It goes without saying that there are a number of com
munities extremely desirous of obtaining a new four-year
college, be it a state college or a branch of the University.
I've been questioned about this at considerable length and
have done my best to analyze the situation as it now stands.
However, I've found it virtually impossible to comment on the
University's decision at Morris or any plans it might have, in
asmuch as neither this office, nor any one else connected with
this administration, has been given the courtesy either of
being consulted prior to that decision or informed of the rea
sons for it after it was made.
It has been my pleasure to try to promote a better under
standing between the people in this state (especially in rural
areas) and the University. This I felt to be my duty as
Governor, recognizing the tremendous importance of the institu
tion and ray concern as an alumnus. I must say, however, that I
find it very difficult to do this properly when I do not have
the material necessary so questions can be answered and back
ground information made available. This I consider highly

9k
Sittard, Herm, "Montevideo's Case for a State College,"
Minneapolis Star, February 25, i960, p. IB.
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regrettable, and I hope closer relations can be developed so this
administration can be adequately informed in the future.95
Morrill replied on February 1, i960:

Your letter of January 25, inquiring about the University
project at Morris, came while I was in Washington and New York
for meetings—and I arn sorry about this because I read in the
newspapers that you were to be in and around Morris last week
and that information in advance of your trip might have been
helpful.

I am enclosing some materials which were widely
at the time, explaining the Regents' decision for your
formation—but I should be glad to come to your office
fuller discussion of the matter, if you so desire, and
to ask Mr. A. I. Johnson to come with me. . . .

distributed
fuller in
for a
would like

Surely, Governor, there could be no intended discourtesy
to you or to your office in this matter or in any other. You are
burdened with grave problems and decisions, as is the University,
and especially in the wake of the difficult 1959 legislative
session—and we have not wished to burden you additionally with
ours.9b

Regent A. I. Johnson, a former speaker of the house in the state legisla
ture, from Benson, 25 miles southeast of Morris, was a staunch supporter
of the Board of Regents' decision with regard to Morris and had served
on the Legislative Commission on Agricultural schools.
The governor was not appeased.

Speaking to a University of

Minnesota journalism class, Freeman was critical of the delay in the
announcement that University classes would be offered at Morris by the
Board of Regents.

95Letter

written by Orville L. Freeman to J. L. Morrill on
January 25, 1961.
^^Letter written by J. L. Morrill to Orville L. Freeman on
February 1, i960.
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'It wasn't what they did but how they did it, ... I
think the regents should recognize that they are responsible to
the people of this state and ought to be concerned that the
people understand what and why they are doing things.
On occasions they seem to be almost indifferent to the
public and I think this is a serious mistake.'9?
Not all of the reaction had been unfavorable. State Senator
Herman J. Kording, Minneapolis, stated:
'I think the Morris plan is a practical solution of a
problem even though we are considering a new state college
further to the south.'9°
State Senator Clifford Lofvegren, Alexandria, stated:
'All the studies show there is a great need for college
facilities in western Minnesota. I think the regents are to be
congratulated.•99
The Minneapolis Sunday Tribune, on January 17, I960, released its
latest survey which revealed:
A majority of Minnesotans (51 per cent) approve of the
idea of having the University of Minnesota expand its future
services by setting up more branches throughout the state.
An even larger proportion of people (60 per cent) welcome
the university's recently-announced plan to establish a new
branch in Morris, beginning next fall.100
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From the variety of reactions the Morris decision elicited, it is
understandable that President Morrill would be interested in any recom
mendations the Morris Campus Advisory Committee made. Regent Robert E.
Hess commented that Morrill's statement to a legislative committee that
the legislature had "fouled up" higher education was well put and had
made headlines in St. Paul. President Morrill replied:
'I used that expression in referring to the fact about
30 communities had descended on the legislature seeking higher
education facilities.
I can do without headlines for a while.'101
The January 15, i960, meeting of the Morris Campus Advisory
Committee, reported that the West Central Educational Development
Association was contributing $2,000 towards establishing a counseling

102
program to begin that spring.
The committee recommended to the
president that Acting Dean Briggs, with the assistance of Dean Edwards,
hire a counselor. The counselor hired was Stephen G. Granger, a recent
graduate of the doctoral program in counseling psychology at the Univer
sity of Minnesota.
In addition to the $15,000 the WCEDA had donated to establish a
college library, Mrs. Walter Wulff, a resident of nearby Chokio, donated
The History of Big Stone County, of which she was the author. Mrs. Wulff
was recognized as the first to contribute a book to the new University
101Patterson,

Lewis, "'Minnesota U at Morris' Name OKd by Regents,"
St_. Paul Pioneer Press. December 12, 1959, p. 1.

102
Minutes of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee, January 15»
I960, p. 1.
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of Minnesota, Morris, library.103

In June, i960, Theodore C. Blegen,

retiring dean of the University of Minnesota Graduate School, donated
his personal library of 600 volumes to UMM.10^

By the end of August

over 1,300 volumes had been recorded with the hope of reaching 4,000
during the first year of classes.103
The buildings on the West Central School campus were being
remodeled for the start of classes at the new college.
Economics building was renamed Biology and Physics.
room was converted into a biology laboratory.

The Home

The former sewing

The modeling mirror in

Home Economics became a dressing room mirror for the expected theatre
group.

The dining room and kitchen facilities of the West Central

School were replaced by stainless steel stoves, steamers, and ovens from
the St. Paul campus. Part of the Agricultural Engineering building was
remodeled into a chemistry laboratory.10^
The new college inherited not only the West Central School's
facilities, but also some of its personnel.

Herbert G. Croom, former

principal of the agricultural school, was made the acting director of
student services.

T. S. Long, English and speech, and Glen Daniels,

physical education, were made faculty members of the University of
Minnesota, Morris.10''

10f^PP»

I960, p. 14.

Q-t "A University Is Born," The Farmer, September 17.
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10^Ibid.,
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Briggs, very conscious of the need for the new college to have a
visible identity, had Ralph Williams, instructor of music, compose a
hymn for the University of Minnesota, Morris. This song was first pre
sented at the Stevens County Fair on August 20, 1960.10^
Briggs also hired some young faculty from the University of
Minnesota, such as Jack Imholte, who had recently completed gill but his
dissertation in history, and Don Spring, who was teaching freshman
English at the University. Spring thought the attraction of the Morris
campus for young faculty was the chance to teach advanced courses, to
participate in the development of a new campus, and to develop a small
public liberal arts college.10"^ Little thought was given, at the time, to
the possibility that the Morris "experience" might not succeed. By the
fall of i960 there were 13 faculty members.
The acting dean was also busy speaking to any groups that would
listen about the new campus of the University of Minnesota. In February
it was arranged for the first group of students to be enrolled for the
fall quarter. Mary Louise Vogel, valedictorian of Henning High School,
was the first of 24 students to enroll.110

Vogel represented what the

new campus wanted to convey, the ability to attract bright students from
the western Minnesota area.
Briggs had done a remarkable job in getting the West Central
School ready for the first year of collegiate work. A letter from
10^Rupp,

o£. cit., p. 14.
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of Minnesota, Morris," op. cit., p. 8.
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Malcolm Willey to Morrill reflected confidence in Briggs' ability.
I took advantage of the meeting of the Morris Campus
Advisory Committee this afternoon to raise the question of the
status of Dr. Rodney A. Briggs for 1960-61. Both Dean Fenske
and I have a strong feeling that on the basis of the capacity he
has demonstrated these past months, as well as in the light of
his community relationships, we should drop the word 'Acting'
from his title. He certainly has performed admirably and all of
the testimony is that his relationships with the school people
in the area and with the communities generally have been out
standing.
It is our conviction that to continue the 'Acting* title would
from this point on handicap him in his relationships back in
Morris and the surrounding area.
It is our recommendation to you that in the I96O-6I budget the
word 'Acting* be dropped from Dr. Briggs' present title.111
The University of Minnesota during the spring and summer of i960
was still defending the Board of Regents' decision of the preceding
fall. Stanley J. Wenberg, who had by the spring of i960 become a vice
president and administrative assistant at the University, wrote to
Milo J. Peterson, editor of The Visitor, published by the Division of
Agricultural Education, on May 3, i960:
Every once in a while Administration needs to turn to
you for a special favor, and I think we're in need of such a
favor right now. This Morris problem is going to plague us in
the i960 session from a great many quarters unless we do a far
better job of seeking to develop some understanding of why this
move was made into Morris.
Some members of the Faculty Consultative Committee felt
this strongly enough to ask me if I'd write a background article
on why the University did go to Morris. It is my understanding

I960.

li:LLetter

written by Malcolm M. Willey to J. L. Morrill on May 2,

^
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that this may be published in the 'Senate Forum.'
to get this story out into the State, also.

But we need

I'm not concerned about the authorship of the enclosed
article in the slightest. Indeed, if you find it feasible to
just publish this in your Vo-Ag 'The Visitor' without identifi
cation that's perfectly all right. The important thing is that
more people understand some of the reasons why the Kegents made
the move they did. If you can't use the whole thing maybe you
can edit it and use extracts?-'*-'-^
The June, I960, issue of The Senate Forum, University of Minnesota
Faculty Journa1' and the July»

I960, issue of The Visitor, included the

Wenberg article, "The University Goes to Morris." The past studies by
state commissions were reviewed and it was concluded:
But the experiment will permit the state to test the
major question confronting the people in this entire matter:
kill the young people of the western counties register in a
college established in their midst? While only one academic
quarter of experience will be available when the Legislature
meets (the registration experience of the fall quarter, i960)
the Legislature will be given this information. This will pro
vide the Legislature with important information which no study
heretofore could yield. The Legislature will then make its
decision with respect to the continuation of the experiment.
The problem is to determine what is the best way to make higher
educational opportunity more available to college-age youth of
western Minnesota* ^
The University of Minnesota alumni magazine had also published
an article on the University of Minnesota, Morris, which stressed the
involvement of University alumni Morrison, LaFave, Gay, Behmler, and
May 3,

- Wenberg to Milo J. Peterson on

Written by Stanley J
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Dunlap. The article concluded:
The University's decision to provide college freshman
classes at Morris, in an area far removed from other such facil1^ies*.ls f^act of leadership of new trends in public higher

Summary
In this chapter some of the events during the year preceding the
opening of the University of Minnesota, Morris, have been reviewed. The
presentation by the West Central Educational Development Association
stressed what previous higher education commissions in the state had
pointed out, i.e., that college enrollments were expected to more than
double in the next few years, the lack of colleges in the western part
of the state, and the effect this had on high school graduates in western
Minnesota who were less likely to attend college. The WCEDA pointed out
the available facilities and interest shown by area high school students
in attending a college close to home.
The decision by the Board of Regents at their closed meeting of
October 31, 1959, consummated a persistent effort by rural western
Minnesota citizens to get their "fair share" of such important services as
higher education. The reasons why the WCEDA was successful are many.
They had facilities, including residence halls. Residence halls are
significant because the location of any college in sparsely populated
western Minnesota would make it difficult for many students to commute
daily, especially in the winter. Not having any colleges in the nearby
114
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.
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area also helped the West Central Educational Development Association's
proposal.
The effectiveness of the people associated with the WCEDA also was
a significant factor in Morris' becoming a site for a University campus.
The association had done its homework, it had followed closely what the
higher education commissions through the years had recommended and the
evidence used to justify those recommendations. The association members
had also nurtured strong supportive relationships with University
officials, such as Theodore H. Fenske, and legislators, such as
Robert R. Dunlap. The Morris area was also fortunate to have consider
able local political support from Senator Fred W. Behmler, who had chaired
the Legislative Commission on Agricultural Schools and Representative
Delbert F. Anderson who had also served on the agricultural school com
mission. Regent A. I. Johnson, from nearby Benson and a former legislative
leader, was also helpful.
Except for Montevideo, the West Central Educational Development
Association had rather successfully gained, if not the support, at least
the silence of surrounding communities, particularly those which were
vying for college facilities. Witness the stress Morrison placed on
supporting other communities such as Crookston following the Regents'
decision of October 31» 1959• Favorable comments by the legislator from
Alexandria also demonstrated the WCEDA approach.
The WCEDA had also promised and delivered a considerable amount
of money to help establish the University of Minnesota, Morris.

The

money contributed towards establishing a library, remodeling, purchasing
of equipment, and hiring a counselor demonstrated the association's
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commitment and made it easier for the University to defend its decision
to expand to Morris.
While President Morrill had resisted University expansion to the
outstate areas, when it did occur he took a number of crucial steps that
shaped the development of the Morris campus. His insistence on quality
and the Morris campus as an integral part of the University established
a strong base for the University's newest collegiate unit. His partici
pation in the Morris Campus Advisory Committee's recommendations against
setting admission standards unreasonably high initially, and thus
possibly choking off the necessary number of students to begin the
college, was justified in the fall of i960 when the University of
Minnesota, Morris, barely enrolled an acceptable number of students.
The Morris Campus Advisory Committee was very important in
shaping the curriculum of the new campus. The emphasis on liberal arts
and the transferability of credit to the other campuses, particularly
Minneapolis, was an attempt to make the Morris unit academically re
spectable to the committee's colleagues on the "main" campus. The
emphasis on transferability also reflects some uncertainty as to
whether the "experiment" would be offering a bachelor's degree.
The decision to name Briggs head of the Morris collegiate unit
had proven an excellent choice; Briggs had continually demonstrated the
ability to get things done. In just a few months the West Central
School had been transformed into college.
The Board of Regents' October Jl, 1959» decision had also pre
cipitated a large number of negative reactions. At the heart of this
disenchantment was the feeling that the state university was arrogant.
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In keeping with its tradition of being the dominant higher education
institution in the state and constitutionally independent from legisla
tive control, the University had established a campus with little
public consultation and without legislative approval.
The University tried to rectify this situation by using available
publications to explain to those associated with the institution why the
decision had been made.

The University of Minnesota, Morris, was about

to open its doors and the legislature was about to convene.
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CHAPTER IV
THE FIRST THREE YEARS
To be prepared for the 1961 legislative session, Rodney A. Briggs,
dean of the University of Minnesota, Morris, had prepared estimates of
the staffing needs for the sophomore and junior years at the Morris
campus."*"

Malcolm Willey, University of Minnesota vice president of

academic administration, had sent to Briggs a draft of the I96I-63 legis
lative request for the University of Minnesota, Morris, he had prepared
on November 1, i960.
The request reviewed the financing for the first year of the
Morris campus. It included $^0,000 from the Regents' reserve fund,
tuition paid by the Morris students, assigning of some staff from the
West Central School to the collegiate program, and the $53,000 con
tributed by the West Central Educational Development Association.^ The
total budget for the I96O-6I year was $12^,013.^
The 1961-63 legislative request for the collegiate program at
Morris was prepared separately in order that there might be a clear
picture of what was involved fiscally.^ The 1961-62 request of $223,130
included the addition of 21 faculty and civil service personnel.^ The
"Minutes of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee," November 2.
I960, p. 1.
^Letter written by Malcolm M. Willey to Rodney A. Briggs on
November 1, i960.
3
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request for 1962-63 was $355,991 and included additional faculty and civil
service personnel for the third year and $25,000 to buy books and reference works for the library.' The total request for the biennium was
$579,121. All the tuition generated at Morris would again be allocated
to the Morris budget.
A 10 year building and improvements plan predicated on a four year
program had also been prepared. The total cost was estimated to be
$1,750,000 with $9*t0,000 requested for the 1961 legislative biennium.^
Included in the first two year building request was $600,000 for a new
science building, and $3^0,000 to "rehabilitate" the gymnasium, dining
hall, street lighting, and campus streets.^ According to Theodore
Fenske, by implementing this plan the Morris campus could handle at
least 1,500 students.1^
The Western and Southwestern Four Year College Committee of
Montevideo continued its opposition to the University's "experiment" at
Morris. On December 2, I960, the Minneapolis Star carried the following
front page headline: "Closing of 'U' Branch at Morris Recommended,
Single k-year College Suggested."11 The "study committee" which had
recommended that the Morris campus not be continued was the Western and
Southwestern Four-year College Committee, 0. B. Rekow, chairman.
7

Ibid., p. 5.
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10Williams,

Richard, "Legislators Tour Morris U Branch," St. Paul
Pioneer Press, January 20, 1961, p. 5.
11"Closing

of 'U' Branch at Morris Recommended, Single ^-year
College Suggested," Minneapolis Star, December 2, i960, p. 1.

. . . an initial freshman class of 3^0 had been predicted at
Morris this fall, but the actual enrollment was 215.
It called the school's future severely limited because
of its proximity to Moorhead and St. Cloud State colleges and
the new two-year college at Fergus Falls.
The report called the Morris facilities inadequate.
Located as it is in the northern part of a college 'void,' it
cannot attract students from the heavier populated territory
to the south, it said.
'We feel the legislature would not be working in the best
interests of either the university or the taxpayers in appro
priating additional money to allow the Morris experiment to
continue,• Rekow said.
'We feel that to serve this area
four-year college should be established
easily accessible from all parts of the
affecting any of the existing education

adequately, a single,
in a central location,
'void' area and without
institutions.'^2

The 3^0 students which had been predicted refers to the West Central
Educational Development Association's estimate in their presentation to
the Board of Regents on October 3» 1959.
The Minneapolis Star story prompted the following memorandum from
Malcolm M. Willey, vice president of academic administration, to 0. Meredith
Wilson, who was the new president of the University of Minnesota.
The early edition of the Minneapolis Star today carried the
attached story on page one.
In some ways this is a very disturbing story because it will
be widely circulated and the implications of the headline are that
the recommendation comes from somebody who has considerable status.
Actually, the report to which the reference is made is that of a
committee, a committee that corresponds to the West Central Educa
tion Association that promoted the Morris program. Since the
Western and Southwestern Four—year College Committee is engaged in
intensive propaganda for the establishment of a college, probably
at Montevideo, it is not surprising that the comment on Morris is
adverse.

9k
I, myself, am somewhat surprised that the Star would use
what is patently propaganda and promotional material as though it
were a major news story of substance. Dean Briggs called me on
the telephone shortly after luncheon and of course Ed Morrison
and Ed LaFave are greatly disturbed. Their first impulse was to
issue a statement on behalf of the West Central Education
Association, but they decided not to do so unless you feel it
would be desirable. Certainly if anything is issued, I believe
it should come from them rather than from us here. At least that
is my immediate reaction.
Dean Briggs pointed out that there are as of today 231 stu
dents registered at Morris. Actually our enrollment at the begin
ning of the quarter was 238. We built our budget on 250.
The newspapers have been pressing for a statement but we
have said you are out of the city today and none of the rest of
us has commented. Angelo Cohn, who was quite indignant at the
play given this story and protested to the News Desk (with the
result, we hope, that it will be played down in later editions),
did ask me why, I thought, we had not reached 250. I took
advantage of the query to point out that we have a selective
policy. Whether he was asking the question for publication or
out of personal curiosity, I do not know.1^

Angelo Cohn was a Minneapolis Star staff writer.
The Morris Sun attributed the Minneapolis Star story of December 2
to the mistake of a member of the news staff who thought the Western and
Southwestern Minnesota Four-Year College Committee was a legislative
research committee instead of simply a Montevideo organization.^

The

Morris Sun reported that University of Minnesota, Morris, students had
responded to the Minneapolis Star article by erecting a gallows near the
campus entrance with a noose and a sign "Reserved for 0. B. Rekow."^
Jim Bergman, president of the University of Minnesota, Morris, student
13
Letter written by Malcolm M. Willey to 0. Meredith Wilson on
December 2, i960.
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government issued the following statement:
We the students of the University of Minnesota, Morris,
are proud of our many accomplishments in a short period of time,
and look forward to many more in the future. Our school has
adequate buildings, a strong student body, and the support of
Western Minnesota. We are proud of our academic standards.
Our statement is in direct reply to the entirely un
founded suspicions and misinformations quoted by the Minneapolis
Star of December 2nd from a release by 0. B. Kekow, chairman of
the Western and Southwestern ^t-Year College Committee. It is
our belief that this committee is not an official committee, as
was indicated in the article in the Star, and does not represent
western and southwestern Minnesota. . . .16
Communities such as Granite Falls, Marshall, and Worthington, all
south of Montevideo, were not supportive of the Montevideo position.
They assumed that the Morris campus would become a four year college and
stressed the need for a second four year college in the southwestern
part of the state. Hanard Weber, president of the Granite Falls State
College Committee stated: "The Granite Falls committee approves of the
school at Morris and it also feels a four-year college is needed here."1^
C. J. O'Brien, head of the Association for Higher Education at Marshall,
referred to the Montevideo position as ". .. injurious to the cause of
higher education . . . ." and a "presumption" for the Montevideo group to
1 ft
speak for southwestern Minnesota.
The Association for Higher Education
in Southwestern Minnesota at Worthington stated ". . . it seems apparent

16tv,
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that the Morris school will fill the education needs of its area."^

The

group went on to point out "... a major educational void in the 10
southwesternmost counties in the state. ..." which could be filled by
selecting their city as the site for a four year college.2^
The Legislative Research Committee discussed the possibility of
converting the University of Minnesota, Morris, into a four year college
on December 19, I960.

Representee Peter Popovich, St. Paul, contended

that the western and southwestern areas could not support both a four
year University of Minnesota branch and a four year state college.2^"
John Zwach, conservative senate majority leader from Walnut Grove,
approximately twenty-five miles southwest of Marshall, stated that his
area could support a four-year college even though Morris had a college.
The latter was considerably to the north.22
Representative D. D. Wozniak, St. Paul, mentioned that some
legislators favored the conversion of Morris because the University
might be harmed by becoming decentralized.25

Others favored Morris as a

state college so that it would be subject to more local control, accordph
ing to Wozniak.

^Ibia., p. 1.
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Although he did not mention it, a third factor motivated
some lawmakers: irritation at university regents for creating
the Morris branch without legislative mandate.^5
At the Morris Campus Advisory Committee meeting of December 20,
I960, the legislative research committee's meeting of the previous day
was discussed. Malcolm Willey, chairman of the Morris Campus Advisory
Committee, raised the question:
What are the implications or the pros and cons of having the edu
cational activity at Morris carried forward as a state college
rather than as a unit of the University? What differences educationally would it make?
It was pointed out that operating Morris as a unit of the
University made it possible to draw upon all of the rich and
varied resources of the University of Minnesota, a pool not
found at the State Colleges. Specifically it was pointed out
that if there were to be developments in teacher training for
the area, the fact that the University of Minnesota professors
with their standing and background could be drawn upon constituted
a great asset. It was also pointed out, countering this argument,
that the state colleges would indicate that they, too, are devel
oping stronger five-year educational programs, and moreover that
being close to the source of teachers for whom training is
offered, they are in a better position to know what teachers
want and need, and to offer it. It was stressed that Duluth,
under University administration, has developed a much stronger
five-year program in education than is to be found at the state
colleges, but it also has to be recognized that the state colleges
are offering the M.A. degree and at levels that seem to meet
teacher needs.
There was general consensus that the approach to the
problem might best be in not trying to indicate how much better
standards are at the University than at the state colleges (an
argument that has boomerang qualities), but rather by pointing
out that the University of Minnesota has developed at Duluth a
most successful liberal arts and teacher-education program
and that this success is in no small measure attributable to
the fact that Duluth is a part of and identified with the
University of Minnesota. If these accomplishments can be
achieved at Duluth, they can also be achieved at Morris. The
2^Ibid.,

p. 9.
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question to ask the Legislature and the people is, So you want us
to undertake a program leading to such achievement at Morris
also?
It was stressed also that to indicate in any way that we
are willing to abandon Morris as a unit of the University is to
admit that we did not know what we were about in the first in
stance. This would constitute such a psychological let-down as
to cause damaging repercussions for the University as a whole.
It was also suggested that we might stress that in meet
ing the needs of West Central Minnesota we are utilizing the
full resources of the University. Morris, it should be observed,
is decentralization by addition (the development of a local unit
to meet local needs) and not decentralization by subtraction.^6
During January and February of 1961, three groups of legislators
visited the Morris campus. At each of these visits Rod Briggs and mem
bers of the University of Minnesota central administration took the
opportunity to explain what had been accomplished and the need for
legislative support. On January 20, 1961, Representative Peter Popovich,
chairman of the education subcommittee of the house appropriations com
mittee, and nine other members of the committee visited the Morris
27
campus.
The building subcommittee of the house appropriations committee visited the campus on February J, I96I.
On February 22, 1961, 28 state senators visited the campus.2^
The senators made the journey to Morris in an specially arranged Great
Northern railway car paid for by the West Central Educational Development
2(3
"Minutes of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee," December 20,
1960, p. 1.
27
"Visit Hold Fate of Morris 'U'?" Minneapolis Star, January 20.
1961, p. 1.
28
"Senators to Visit UMM Wednesday," Morris Sun, February 21,
1961, p. 1.
29
"Senators Visit UMM Campus, Facilities," Morris Tribune,
February 23, 1961, p. 1.
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Association.

Included in the group of senators who attended were

Clifford J. Benson and Robert Dunlap.

Representatives from the

Minneapolis Tribune; St. Paul Pioneer Press; Associated Press, United
Press; KCNT-TV, Alexandria; and WLOL radio, Minneapolis, were also in
attendance.

Regent A. I. Johnson of Benson, Malcolm M. Willey,

Theodore H. Fenske, and Stanley J. Wenberg were some of the University
of Minnesota officials who attended in addition to executive committee
30
members of the West Central Educational Development Association.
Fenske reviewed the history of the West Central School and the factors
which had led to the Regents' decision to offer collegiate work at Morris
on an experimental basis.31

Willey told of the work of the Morris

32

Campus Advisory Committee in developing the curriculum.

Briggs re

ported on where the University of Minnesota, Morris, students had come
33

from and on the excellent work they were doing.

Senator Clifford J. Benson of nearby Ortonville, was given credit
3Z1
for making many of the arrangements for the senators* visit to Morris.
Robert R. Dunlap thought the trip to Morris was very effective in allow
ing the Morris people to explain their legislative request not only while
in Morris but also on the train ride to Morris and the return trip to
St. Paul.35
In March, at a hearing before the university committee of the
state House of Representatives and the education subcommittee of the
^Ibid., p. 1.
31Ibid.,

p. 1.

32Ibid.,

p. 1.

35

33Ibid.,

p. 1.

Stated by Robert R. Dunlap in an interview with Gary L. McGrath
at Rochester, Minnesota, on January
19
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senate finance committee, chaired by Robert Dunlap, President Wilson
stated that Morris had proven itself:
. . . a stable, academic institution by its opening enrollment
of 238 freshmen and mid-winter attendance of 232. University
regents had decided, before starting the Morris experiment,
that an enrollment of 225 would be 'fairly clear evidence that
there was a demand for education there.
President Wilson's figures are fairly accurate. However, the 225 students,
referred to as an adequate enrollment for the fall of i960, was a bit
below the 250 students or more which Fenske had mentioned to LaFave in
the fall of 1959.
Of more importance than the citing of figures by President Wilson
was his support for the Morris campus. It can be argued that the new
president had very little choice. The decision to establish a Univer
sity campus at Morris for one year had been made before he came to the
University of Minnesota, and not to support the experiment at Morris
would be embarrassing to the University.

According to Stanley J.

Wenberg, however, Wilson believed that every great university had as its
common core a strong emphasis on liberal arts education.37 The Morris
campus could serve as an example of the University's commitment to
liberal arts education. Wenberg believed it would be easier to defend
the Morris campus as providing University of Minnesota quality liberal
arts education to the area than merely duplicating the variety of pro-

38
grams available at the state colleges.-^
36"i970 Enrollment of 1,083 Seen for UMM," Morris Sun, March 7»
1961, p. 1.

37
-"Stated
by Stanley J. Wenberg in an interview with Gary L.
McGrath at Minneapolis, Minnesota, on December 27* 197^»
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The March hearing concluded with the recommendation that American
Indian students should be guaranteed free tuition at the University of
Minnesota, Morris. Representative Harry Basford of Wolf Lake, in
northwestern Minnesota, introduced the recommendation and pointed out
that such a guarantee had been in existence since 1909 when the Indian
school at Morris was turned over to the state. Only one Indian had taken
advantage of the provision in over 50 years.39 This recommendation later
became a bill, which was considered a test vote to see if there was the
necessary legislative support for the Morris campus.
It is interesting to reflect on why Representative Basford added
his comment that only one Indian student used the tuition guarantee.
Perhaps the comment supports the notion that the legislators were less
interested in providing incentives for Indian students to attend college
than in using the bill as a means to test legislative support. The bill
did pass, but very few Indian students enrolled at the University of
Minnesota, Morris.
At the June 6, 1961, meeting of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee, Malcolm Willey announced:
... the 1961 legislature had provided funds for continuation of
the University of Minnesota, Morris through the sophomore and
junior years. The appropriation granted is within a few dollars
of the original request. The chairman pointed out that this
action by the legislature insures that the University of Minnesota,
Morris will operate as a full collegiate institution and not as a
junior college.H±
39"1970

Enrollment of 1,083 Seen for UMM," o£. cit., p. 1.

2+0
"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty."
March 17, 1961.

kl

"Minutes of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee," June 6, 1961,
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Willey's last comment was a bit premature. It would not be until after
the 1963 legislative session that the status of Morris as a four year
college would be approved.
While the legislative building and staffing requests had been
submitted, there was still uncertainty about what the college was to
become. At the December 8, i960, meeting of the Morris Campus Advisory
Committee, Rodney A. Briggs encouraged the committee to review the objectives of the Morris campus.

b2

Briggs handed out a report by area school

men which recommended strengthening the liberal arts program, cited the
need for teachers in some disciplines, and also suggested that secre
tarial training be offered at the University of Minnesota, Morris.^
Briggs noted that the Morris faculty thought two year vocational proLLLL

grams should not be offered at UMM.

The committee discussed the

Associate of Arts degree offered at the University of Minnesota, Duluth.
The Committee suggested that it may be that few in the
A.A. program at Duluth meet the requirements for admission to
four-year programs. There may be implications here for re
assessing admission requirements of A.A. programs are planned
eventually at Morris.
Dean Briggs felt that decision should be made now on
clarifying possible offering of two-year and four-year programs
at Morris, with consideration of students' interests in voca
tional planning. The provision of incentive to start college is
especially important in the Morris area.
Dean McDiarmid suggested the possibility of describing,
through definite curricular plans, the preparation through

b2

"Minutes of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee," December 8.
I960, p. 1.
'
^3
Miller, 0. J., Report of Curriculum Recommendations from Area
School Men, p. 1.

bb

"Minutes of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee," December 8,
I960, 0£. cit., p. 1.
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the liberal arts offerings for various vocational outlets.
It was voted to suggest that Morris plan an A.L.A. (2
year) program including business and economics for our review.
The committee does not favor the use of the A.A. 5
Briggs may have initiated the above discussion in response to
the area school officials suggestions in regards to possible curricular
offerings. What may also have prompted this discussion was a question
naire sent to all University of Minnesota, Morris, students during the
sixth week of the fall quarter. One section of the questionnaire asked
the students to anticipate the length of time they expected to attend the
Morris campus. Less than

percent indicated that theykowould stay at

the University of Minnesota, Morris, all four years.46 Over 40 percent
planned to transfer to another college or university after attending
the Morris campus from one to three years.4^
These percentages are not startling in light of the general un
certainty expressed by most freshmen about their educational plans.
This uncertainty was compounded by the unsettled status of the Morris
campus. Briggs may have thought that these figures were an indication
of the need for the educational objectives of the University of
Minnesota, Morris, to be clarified in order to retain the current stu
dents and attract students for the next year.
Dean Briggs presented a description of courses for the first
two years to the Morris Campus Advisory Committee meeting on December 20,
Ibid., pp. 1-2.

kS

"Summary of Survey of Student Opinion Concerning Their Reasons
tor Attending the University of Minnesota, Morris in Fall of i960," p. 3.
4'ibid.,

p. 3.
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The proposed courses were reviewed by the committee.

In commenting on the typewriting, shorthand, office pro
cedures, and office management courses ... Dean Briggs indi
cated that these courses look toward a possible special program
of junior college type, to meet specific needs in the area served
by the college. The credit allowances proposed are not at all
inconsistent with other departments of the University.^9
The proposed list of courses was approved by the committee.^0
With the approval of the curriculum to encompass the
sophomore year, the present specific assignment of the Committee
is completed. It is recommended, however, that the Committee
continue in existence as a body to which Dean Briggs may turn if
he has specific problems for discussion, and also as a source for
advice on such questions as the President may wish to lay before
it.51
While the Morris Campus Advisory Committee would meet again, the Univer
sity of Minnesota, Morris, faculty began to assume responsibility for
developing the curriculum and academic regulations during the 1960-61
52
academic year.
Scholastic, behavior, safety and public health, and
administrative committees were announced at the first University of
Minnesota, Morris, faculty meeting.^
The minutes of the faculty meetings at Morris reflected the
uncertainty felt by some during the first year. Concerning the
"Minutes of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee," December 20,
I960, op. cit., p. 1.
kg
Ibid., p. 2.
^Ibid., p. 2.
51Ibid.,

p. 2.

52
Report to-the State Department of Education Visitation Committee
for Accreditation, University of Minnesota, Morris. January, 196*f, p. 18.
53
"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty,"
September 16, i960.

mm
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newspaper articles containing the Montevideo recommendations, Briggs
assured the Morris faculty there would be a college next year.^^
At the November 2, i960, faculty meeting there was expressed a
concern that the students were not performing very well in the class
room. The faculty concluded that standards must be maintained."^
"Standards" were indeed maintained. Of the 258 students who
began in the fall, 29 had made the dean's list, a 5-0 grade point
average on a

point system,
k
and 91 were on academic probation, less

56
than a 2.0 grade point average.
At the end of the winter quarter, 32
students were on the dean's list and 98 were on probation.Enroll58
ment was slightly over 200 for the spring quarter.
In a discussion
concerning the high percentage of students on probation at an April
faculty meeting it was commented that almost half of the freshmen on
the Minneapolis campus were on probation. Thus the Morris situation was
not unusual.59
But the concern about enrollment was apparent. At the June 8,
1961, faculty meeting, Briggs commented on the need for new students,
5^
"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty,"
December 19, i960.
55
"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty,"
November 2, i960.
"^"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty,"
January 9, 1961.
57
"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty,"
April 10, 1961.
58
"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty,"
March 17, 1961.
59
"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty,"
April 17, 1961.
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that the registration of 198 freshmen for the fall was slightly below
the previous year's figures at the same time and stated a goal of 300
freshmen for the 1961 fall quarter.60 Less than 300 freshmen enrolled
in the fall of 1961.
Briggs felt strongly that a number of activities and student
organizations should be established the first year. The January 9, I96I,
faculty meeting included a report that 11 student organizations had been
established.6^"
Briggs urged the faculty to assist the students in forming campus
organizations.6'2
At the Morris Campus Advisory Committee meeting on June 6, 1961,
Dean Briggs particularly stressed the impact the college
is having on the community. He is deliberately seeking to develop
community interest and participation. He pointed out that the
community is drawn to the campus in large numbers through the
Artists Course series (arranged through the cooperation of Mr. J.
S. Lombard), a fine arts film program, and most recently the
formation of a community symphony."3
Briggs believed that the student organizations and campus events demon
strated the vitality of the Morris campus.
The first students who had attended the University of Minnesota,
Morris, demonstrated the need for a college in the western Minnesota
"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Facultv."
June 8, 1961.
6l"Minutes of the University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty,"
January 9, I96I, 0£. cit.

^"Minutes of the Morris Campus Advisory Committee," June 6,
1961, 0£. cit., p. 2.
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area. Over 30 percent of the students stated they probably would not
have attended college or delayed attending college for a year or more
if the University of Minnesota, Morris, had not been established.6^
The fathers of half the students who attended UMM that first year had an
eighth grade education or less. Clearly the college at Morris was
raising the educational aspirations of students in the area who came
from homes of modest educational attainment. Table 3 shows the educa
tion of the fathers of entering freshmen at the University of Minnesota,
Morris.

TABLE 3. EDUCATION OF FATHERS OF ENTERING FRESHMEN AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, MORRIS

Eighth grade or less

50%

43%

44%

Some high school but did not graduate

13

13

12

High school graduate

18

27

25

Some college but did not graduate

7

10

9

College graduate

8

5

7

Source: Granger, S. G., "Distribution of Father's Education of
Entering Freshmen at the University of Minnesota, Morris."

The first two years of the University of Minnesota, Morris,
curriculum had essentially consisted of lower division liberal arts

64

"Summary of Survey of Student Opinion Concerning Their Reasons
for Attending the University of Minnesota, Morris in Fall of I960 "
op. cit. *
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courses similar to those offered on the Minneapolis campus. There had
been offered courses in typewriting, shorthand, office procedures, and
office management during the second year.
It was during the 1961-62 year that the University of Minnesota,
Morris, curriculum committee, chaired by Don Spring, designed the first
four year program.^
Our planning took us ultimately to offerings in 13 different
majors, 17 different minors with a teacher education program
leading to certification on the secondary level.
A teacher education program leading to certification at the elementary
level was added the next year.
The Morris faculty had added the secondary teacher education pro
gram to the curriculum without a great deal of resistance. It had been
understood that students interested in secondary teacher education would
still have to fulfill the general education requirements and a major in
a liberal arts discipline. However, the addition of elementary educa
tion was opposed by some Morris faculty because the student would not
have to major in a liberal arts discipline to receive a Bachelor of Arts
degree.^7
The circumstances of the University of Minnesota, Morris, situa
tion and the times prevailed. Area secondary officials had indicated
65q
SPrinS? w•<0^
"Curriculum and Curriculum Committee Action0
,t0
in Report to the State Department of Education Visitation
Committee for Accreditation. University of Minnesota, Morris. January,—
XyOH j p # ±\Jy»

^Ibid., p. 109.
. .. . stated by Donald Spring in an interview with Gary L. McGrath
at Morris, Minnesota, on December 20, 1973.
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the need for teachers in certain disciplines. The first students to
attend UMM had not indicated a great deal of interest in a strictly
liberal arts curriculum. A very significant factor was that prestigious
private liberal arts colleges in Minnesota, such as Carleton and St. Olaf,
ro

offered teacher education preparation.

The role of the University of Minnesota, Morris, was also shaped
by the establishment of two junior colleges in the area.
Significant in the establishment of the role of the
University of Minnesota, Morris as a single purpose liberal arts
college with rigorous academic standards and a selective admis
sion policy, was the development of the Fergus Falls Junior
College in i960 and the Willmar Community College in 1962. Each
of these collegiate programs complemented the academic program
offered by UMM and provided significant alternative vocationallyoriented educational opportunities for students from western
Minnesota whose needs were not met by UMM.°9
The Morris campus had begun to view itself as a regional resi
dential college rather than a local commuter institution. The

stu

dents who enrolled in the fall of 1961 included 253 freshmen. Table k
includes a comparison of the numbers of counties and high schools repre
sented the first three years and where the students resided. In 1961-62
35 counties were represented as compared to 21 counties in 1960-61. The
students came from 90 different high schools in 1961-62 as compared to
35 high schools in 1960-61. A larger percentage of the students were
coming from beyond the 35 mile radius of Morris.

Stated by Spring in the interview cited previously.

69He ort
P
1° the s*ate Department of Education Visitation Committee
for Accreditation. University of Minnesota. Morris. ££. cit., p.~xi
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TABLE
STUDENT
b. ORIGIN AND STUDENT HOUSING OF UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
MORRIS, STUDENT BODY
'

Comparison item

i960

1961

1962

, Counties represented

21

35

b?

Total high schools

35

90

123

Student Origin

Home over 35 miles from
campus

8%

28%

28%

Reside on campus

23%

3&

38%

Rent off campus

20

2b

2b

Commute from home

57

bo

38

Student housing

Source: Granger, S. G., "Factual Information Relative to the
Student Body of the University of Minnesota, Morris."

The fall of I96I had marked the introduction of intercollegiate
football to UMM. Five games had been scheduled, with the "Cougars"
playing their first game against the North Dakota State School of
Science on October"7, 1961. The team was coached by the new University
of Minnesota, Morris, athletic director, Bruce Rolloff, and finished the
season with four losses and a tie to the Concordia College freshmen from
Moorhead, Minnesota. The absence of victories is understandable in light
of the lack of experience on the part of the players. Practice was often
limited because there were not enough players to field a second unit.
The football team represented another attempt to project the college
image of the Morris campus.

Ill
In the fall of 1962 there was a great deal of concern whether the
Morris campus.would receive from the legislature funds to develop a four
year college. The West Central Educational Development Association
recognized the need for continued legislative support. In a letter on
November 7, 1962, Ed LaFave, Jr., vice president of the WCEDA, wrote to
Elmer Reilly, a Morris businessman:
On Tuesday of last week a group of businessmen met concern
ing a legislative move that was deemed necessary by the majority
present.
It has come to our attention that certain legislators who
helped us get the University of Minnesota at Morris needed finan
cial help during the current campaign. These legislators were:
Sentator Robert Dunlap—Chairman of the Senate
Education Committee and
Chairman of the Committee on
appropriations [sic] for
Education matters.
Representative Peter Popovich—One of the most in
fluential men in the
House.
Representative Stanley Holmquist—The author of the
University of
Minnesota, Morris
bill.
Senator Clifford Benson—Our own Senator.
All of those present issue a check [sic] for $50 to the
education fund of the Chamber of Commerce to cover these ex
penses. It is hoped you will join with your fellow firms and
deliver a check for this amount to Jack Laimer, manager of the
Chamber of Commerce, on or before November 13.
Since these legislators have accepted money from us we
feel we will be in an excellent position to ask them for
further favors on appropriations during the coming legislative
session. As you know, we will need operation funds for the
University of Minnesota at Morris. In addition to this, we will
ask for a new library and a new science building so we will
again need their help.
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there
November
will be a meeting
13 of the West Central
Educational Development Association. At this time a complete
accounting will be given both as to the firms that donated and
as to how the money was spent. We hope your name will be in4.1" thlS g7nUf> that donated and that you will plan to be
a t t h a t m
e
e
t
i
n
g
.
^

Others who received this letter included Elmer Lindud, John W. Watzke,
Dale McNichols, Tom Stahler, A. J. Esser, and Richard Hemming.71
An example of the letter sent to the above mentioned legislators
was the following note sent to Robert Dunlap:

In appreciation of your understanding of the problems of
igher education in western Minnesota, a number of your friends
in this area would like, in some small way, [to] defray a portion
ol the costs of your campaign.
4-u ?e 9X6 ple^ed
lor that purpose.

to

enclose your check herewith to be used

The treasurer of the Dunlap for State Senator Volunteer Committee
thanked the Morris area people for their assistance.75 The amount con
tributed to Robert Dunlap was well in excess of what was contributed to
Benson, Holraquist, and Popovich.
The West Central Educational Development Association's concern
about receiving legislative support was justified. In the fall of 1962
the Morris campus had enrolled 522 students, 73 were classified as
7°t ^
November 7*
71Ibid.,

^ ****** J*

LaFaVe' Jr" to Elmer Reilly on

p. 1.

f d u 7^®ttar "ritten by ^ward J. LaEave, Jr., and Edward J. Morrison
to Robert R. Dunlap on October 29, 1962.
73
™
, T L®tter written by J°bn A. McHardy to Edward J. LaFave, Jr., and
Edward J. Morrison on October 30, 1962.
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juniors,

as sophomores,
17k
260 as freshmen, and 15 as adult specials.^

Adult specials were described as individuals

years of age or older

who were seeking a few courses to meet their needs.75 Of the 260
freshmen, only 226 were enrolling for the first time at the University
of Minnesota, Morris. The remaining 3k had previously been enrolled but
had not completed a sufficient number of credits to be considered
sophomores. Fewer new freshmen had enrolled in the fall of 1962 than
in 196I or i960. With only 73 juniors the Morris campus was vulnerable
to the suggestion that the University of Minnesota, Morris, should be a
junior college.
For example, Franklin Rogers of the Mankato Free Press, wrote:
When classes started at Morris a couple of years ago, there
were something like 268 freshmen enrolled. That year's frosh will
be this year's juniors and, the last time a report was heard from
Morris the anticipated enrollment of juniors was 70 or 75. Which
means that close to 200 students who went to the Morris branch as
freshmen and sophomores won't be there this fall.
There has seemed some basis for the argument of the past
several years that western Minnesota needs a four-year college.
It has enough population in that general area to fill one. But
the argument—while it hasn't completely collapsed—was dealt a
hard blow by what apparently is transpiring at Morris. If only
30 percent of those who liked the school as freshmen like it when
they become juniors—in spite of the fact that it is affiliated
with the state university—then there isn't likely a very strong
argument for having a four-year curriculum. There is more than
one junior college in Minnesota that will have more students in
two years of classes than the Morris branch will have in three.
What this seems to indicate is that the taxpayers will
want a long, hard and detailed look at the situation before

7kR

eport
the State Department of Education Visitation Committee
•£?r Accreditation, University of Minnesota. Morris, op. cit.. p. 35.
75
Bulletin of the University of Minnesota. Morris. 1962-63. Mav
1962, p. 6.

Ilk
spending more money for added senior colleges. With more people
going to college, and the costs getting ever higher, we must be
pretty sure we're going to get the most for the dollars we
spend—which are far from inconsequential.'
While Rogers' figures were somewhat in error, since the i960 fall
enrollment was 238 and not 268, enough concern about this type of
t

publicity resulted in a paper on November 12, 1962.
. . . Total students enrolled and entering freshmen in the fall
quarter, 1962 at the University of Minnesota, Morris exceeds the
enrollment of St. Benedict and St. Scholastica among the fouryear Minnesota colleges and of public and private junior colleges
except Hibbing and Rochester. There was a 6l% return of the i960
freshmen [sic] class and a
return of the 1961 freshman
Gk% class.
Retention pattern, as indicated by proportion of freshmen,
sophomores and juniors, is similar to that of the other two arts
colleges within the University. ... Retention figures are
neither atypical or [sic] alarming in colleges which provide a
large number of transfer students to preprofessional programs in
other colleges and function with relatively low admission thres
holds determined by a policy of rejecting only those students
with a high probability of academic failure.77
The paper pointed out the increasing numbers of counties and high
schools represented each year at UMM and the corresponding reduced per>
centage of commuting students.78

Over half of the 522 Morris campus

students had graduated in the upper quarters of their high school
79
graduating classes.
Over 30 percent of the young UMM faculty had
on

earned their doctorates.

Rogers, Franklin, "Does Morris Branch Prove a Point?" Mankato
Free Press, (Fall, I962).
77
"Factual Information Relative to the University of Minnesota,
Morris," November 12, 1962, pp. 1-2.
78Ibid.,

p. 3.

79Ibid..

p.

80Ibid.,
TW..
p. ,H.
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In April, Willey and Briggs prepared a paper, "Argument and
Justification for a Four-Year College at Morris." Some of the 15 points
were:

1. Junior colleges generally are primarily local institutions,
drawing typically about 90 per cent of their students from the
immediate vicinity. At Morris today only 38 per cent are com
muters. The population of the Morris vicinity could not be ex
pected to support a typical junior college economically.
2. Morris is 100 miles from the nearest public four-year college,
3- Morris initially drew students from 20 counties (i960) It
now draws students from
counties (1962). The percentage
b?
of
students drawn from outside the Morris vicinity is increasing.
b. It is questionable whether Morris as a resident junior
college would actually attract students, since resident students
rather than going to Morris for two years would probably prefer
^ th6 outset in a four-year collegiate institution,
with all of the advantages and opportunities that a four-year
collegiate environment has over a two-year junior college en
&
vironment.

8. In its first year of operation only 29 per cent of the stueducational goals in the liberal arts area. In
Percentage was 61 per cent—which strongly suggests
that the existence of Morris as a four-year liberal arts insti
tution, close at hand, has induced students to strengthen their
educational objectives.

. here are within 60 miles of Morris two public junior
?? 6ff (Willmar 311(1 Fergus Falls) whose students can look to
the collegiate program at Morris for completing their under
graduate courses.
12. With the three classes at Morris (freshman, sophomore,
junior) and based on a four-year collegiate program, the Morris
enrollment exceeds all but two of the state's junior college
6
enrollments.
13. UMM is preparing secondary teachers as part of its fouryear collegiate program, thus helping meet the severe shortagesome bO students are now enrolled.
'
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1^. If there is to be a four-year college in Southwestern
Minnesota there is equal logic for a four-year college in
West Central Minnesota.
15. Three years of operation demonstrate that UMM is succeed
ing as a liberal arts collegiate institution, meeting the
expectations that led to its creation—and thus meeting a
demonstrated need for a four-year liberal arts college in West
Central Minnesota.

Other points made were that the selective admission of students and
hiring of faculty with the appropriate qualifications was done with a

Op

baccalaureate program in mind not a junior college.

In April, at the Senate Finance Sub-Committee on Education,
Robert Dunlap, chairman, reported that some of the committee members
were doubtful as to whether Morris should be a four year or two year

O7

college.

Malcolm Willey replied:

'There's never been any question of the point of view of the
University—the intent was to create a four-year liberal arts
program.
I think it would be a backward step and a great disadvantage
to the state .
if Morris were to revert to a junior
college status.'"

LaFave, vice president of the West Central Educational Development
Association, referred to Morris as "a regional school."8^

Willey, M. M., and Briggs, R. A., "Argument and Justification
for a Four-Year College at Morris," April 22, 1963, pp. 1-2.

82ibid.,
t,.,

p. 1.
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"Morris Four-Year Plan? Legislature Raises Questions,"
Minnesota Daily, April 2^, I963, p. 1.
Ibid., p. 1.
85Ibid.,
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1963, the Senate
2 k ,Finance Sub-Committee on Education

approved the appropriations for the University of Minnesota, Morris, to
become a four year college.8? The Morris request for the biennium was
Jl,lltl,63<t.

This would allow 16 faculty to be added in the fall of

1961. and nine in 1965.89 An additional #500,000 was also requested for
a new library.** The 1963 legislature, in addition to providing operating
funds for the biennium, also authorized the construction of a science
building for the Morris campus which had originally been requested in
the 1961 session.
By the end of the third academic year the basic organization of
the campus had been established. FigM.e
Morris campus.

shows the organization of the

Academic departments ". . . seemed unnecessarily burden

some ..." for such a small faculty and four academic divisions had
been created:

humanities, social sciences, science and mathematics,

and education.91 An ad hoc committee had been established during the
86Ibid.,
t,
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University of Minnesota, Morris, Organizational Chart
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third year to prepare a draft of a faculty constitution.92
In June, 1963, the first graduate of the University of Minnesota,
Morris, received his Bachelor of Arts degree at the graduation ceremonies
on the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, campus.

Earl Gausman, who

had completed one year of work at the University of Illinois, graduated
one year before the first formal graduation ceremones were held at the

93

Morris campus.

Although the present account has been concerned only with the
early years of the University of Minnesota, Morris, it seems appropriate
at this point to note that by the fall of 1973t over 1,600 students were

9k

enrolled at the Morris campus.

Summary
t *•£In the first three years of the collegiate program at Morris the
college had obtained legislative funding to become a four year liberal
arts college.

The University of Minnesota, Morris, had survived the

recommendation by the Western and Southwestern Four Year College Com
mittee that the college be closed down.

The Morris campus had also sur

vived proposals to become a four year state college at the 1961 legisla
tive session, and a junior college at the 1963 legislative session.
Communities to the south of Morris, except for Montevideo, had advocated
a second four year college be located in their area.

92Ibid.,

p. 19.

93Ibid.,

p. x.

9k

Granger, S. G., "Factual Information Relative to the Student
Body of the University of Minnesota, Morris," op. cit.
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The well planned legislative visits to the campus had provided an
opportunity for the legislators to see and hear reports on the develop
ment of the new campus.

The West Central Educational Development Associa

tion had been helpful in financing these trips and by contributing to
the campaigns of legislators thought to be supportive.

While the sums

were not great in most cases they represented a gesture of appreciation
and continued support.
Morris had also received support from the University of Minnesota
central administration. Willey, Fenske, Wenberg, and President Wilson
had defended the Morris adventure to the legislature. Some of the
support must be attributed to the University's becoming involved in a
limited one year experiment from which it could not gracefully retire.
The first three years had been marked by uncertainty. Each of
the first three years the campus had difficulty in attracting the number
of students desired. Fewer freshmen had enrolled in the fall of 1962
than in the fall of i960. The academic performance of the students
during the first year resulted in almost half the student body's being
placed on academic probation, less than a C average. By the third year
less than 30 percent of the original freshmen were still enrolled at
Morris.
The need for a college in western Minnesota had been clearly
demonstrated. Over 30 percent of the first students to enroll at the
University of Minnesota, Morris, stated they probably would not have
attended college or delayed attending college for a year or more if the
Morris campus had not been available. The majority of students who
enrolled at UMM the first three years came from homes where the father
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had not graduated from high school.

The presence of a college was

stimulating bright young people from homes where the fathers had likely
not completed high school to continue their education.
The role of the campus had been established during this time.
The curriculum had initially been lower division liberal arts courses
similar to those offered on the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
campus. Some small attempt at vocational training, secretarial type
courses, had been offered the second and third year.

The Morris faculty

had designed the first four year program during the second year.

The

result was a liberal arts curriculum with teacher education preparation.
Despite the uncertainties, the foundation for the campus had been
laid.

The University of Minnesota, Morris, had begun to develop the

vitality that Briggs and the faculty had sought.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

With the projected increase in college enrollments many state
universities established branch campuses in the late 1950*s and through
out the 1960's.

In this report an attempt has been made to explain how

the decision was made by the University of Minnesota to offer college
courses at the West Central School of Agriculture, Morris, and the devel
opment of this "experiment" through the first three years of its exist
ence.

The archives of the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, and

Morris campuses were used in addition to newspaper articles, interviews
and correspondence with many of the participants.
A number of studies of higher education in Minnesota throughout
the 195Cs had pointed out the lack of colleges in the western part of
the state.

Generally these reports recommended that a few public junior

colleges be established in this "barren area."
Higher education institutions in Minnesota prior to the establish
ment of the University of Minnesota, Morris, consisted of five state
colleges, nine public junior colleges, 16 private colleges, two private
junior colleges, and three campuses of the University of Minnesota, i.e.,
at Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth. In 1959» no new state colleges had
been established in Minnesota for to years.

The development of public

junior colleges in Minnesota had been hindered by a lack of large popu
lation centers, few large school districts, and little public support.

J. 23

The private four year and two year colleges were all located in the
eastern half of Minnesota, except for Concordia College, Moorhead.

The University of Minnesota was the dominant higher education
institution in the state. Nearly half of the students attending college
in Minnesota were enrolled at the University. The University's charter
preceded statehood and provided a great deal of autonomy that other
public colleges in the state did not enjoy. The University of Minnesota
was the only state university, was located in the largest metropolitan
area, and was the land-grant college.
The University of Minnesota operated five agricultural high

schools at St. Paul, Crookston, Morris, Grand Hapids, and Waseca. These
were intended for high school students who were preparing for an
agriculturally related career. The school term was only six months long
to allow time for the students to work on their parents' farms. The
Morris and Crookston schools had been experiencing a downward trend in
enrollment during the late l950's. This trend was attributed to the
offering by more public high schools of home economics and agricultural
courses.
Citizens in the Crookston and Morris area had attempted in the
early 1930's to have the University establish junior college level pro
grams at their agricultural schools. In the late 1950's educational
associations were formed at Crookston and Morris to promote the establish
ment of University campuses at their respective agricultural schools. '
University of Minnesota President J. L. Morrill was opposed to
decentralizing the University. The building of branch campuses through
out the state would possibly result in draining dollars better spent on
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developing the University campuses already in existence.
The University of Minnesota had encountered legislative resistance
to the proposed expansion to the west bank of the Mississippi River in
Minneapolis at the 1957 and 1959 legislative sessions. The rural
dominated legislature could see little reason to buy expensive land in
Minneapolis when much cheaper land was available in many areas of
Minnesota where no higher education facilities were available. During
the 1959 legislative session the Report of the Legislative Commission on
Agricultural Schools and the Report of the Legislative Commission on
Higher Education had recommended that collegiate programs be initiated
at Crookston and Morris. By April 13, 1959, the legislature had adopted
a resolution urging the Board of Regents to consider establishing college
courses at Crookston and Morris. The legislature, in public statements
and in private, had clearly indicated to University officials that some
action should be taken in this regard.
By the summer of 1959 Rodney A. Briggs had been hired as superin
tendent of the West Central School and Experiment Station. Briggs had
been led to believe that when the University established a collegiate
unit in the near future he would be responsible for it.
On October 3, 1959, the West Central Educational Development
Association from the Morris area and the Northwest Educational Improve
ment Association from the Crookston area made their presentation to the
Board of Regents. Both groups stressed the expected increase in college
enrollments for the next few years, the lack of colleges in the area,
and the smaller percentage of high school graduates in western Minnesota
who attended college. The declining enrollment at the schools had made
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classroom and residenoe hall space available for college students. Both
groups had made surveys of area youth to estimate initial enrollments if
colleges were established.
At the October 31, 1959, Board of Regents meeting the official
decision to offer college level courses at the Morris agricultural school
. was made. The decision precipitated a strong negative reaction from the
Western and Southwestern Minnesota Four Year College Committee of
Montevideo. Montevideo had frequently been mentioned as a possible site
for a junior or state college. Montevideo's prospects were severely di
minished with the University campus at Morris only 5A miles away.
President Morrill proceeded to establish the Morris Campus Advisory
Committee within the University to make recommendations in regard to the
new collegiate unit. Morrill had insisted that the collegiate program at
Morris was to be considered an integral part of the University and
actively participated in many of the committee's decisions. The committee
proposed a limited number of liberal arts courses for the first year of
the Morris program. Within a few months the acting dean of the UniverSl.y of Minnesota, Morris, Rodney A. Briggs, had prepared the agricultural
school for the start of college classes in the fall of i960.
During the first three years the University of Minnesota, Morris,
existed it had survived a much publicized recommendation that it be
closed down, become a state college, and become a junior college. The
Western and Southwestern Minnesota Four Year College Committee had recom
mended the Morris campus be closed because it was not as centrally located
as Montevideo to serve the area, the facilities were inadequate, and the
expected enrollment had not materialized. The Montevideo attack
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generated a great deal of support for Morris from southwestern communi
ties interested in becoming the site for the proposed state college the
1961 legislature was expected to establish.

These communities argued

that the western Minnesota area could use two four year colleges.
The feasibility of converting the University of Minnesota, Morris,
into a state college was discussed by some legislators the second year.
While this would have been difficult to do legally, it reflected the
dissatisfaction by some legislators with the University of Minnesota for
making the Morris decision without legislative approval.
During the third year some legislators discussed the possibility
that the Morris campus become a junior college.

The Morris people empha

sized the increasing number of students coming from outside the immediate
39 mile area, the availability of two new junior colleges within 60 miles
of Morris, and the lack of any four year college within 100 miles.
The West Central Educational Development Association had continued
to support the University of Minnesota, Morris.

It had contributed over

$50,000 to remodel buildings and purchase books and equipment to get
the college started.

Throughout the first three years it had helped pay

the expenses of many legislative groups which had visited the Morris
campus and had made campaign contributions to legislators who were
thought to be supportive of the University of Minnesota, Morris.
The University of Minnesota, Morris, had also received a great
deal of support from University of Minnesota administrators.

This may

partly be the result of the University's becoming involved in an "experi
ment" from which it could not gracefully extricate itself.
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A large number of the first students who attended the Morris
campus reported they would not have attended college or would have
delayed attending if the University of Minnesota, Morris, had not been
in existence. Over half of the students enrolled at the University of
Minnesota, Morris, the first three years came from homes where the
fathers had not completed high school.
The initial liberal arts courses proposed by the Morris Campus
Advisory Committee had been expanded by the Morris faculty into a four
year liberal arts curriculum with teacher education also available.
The organization of the campus had been established and the faculty were
in the process of writing a faculty constitution. The University of
Minnesota, Morris had become an institution with a clear purpose.
Summary of major findings. Major findings may be stated as
follows:
1. The University of Minnesota did not choose to establish the
Morris campus on its own initiative.
2. The offering of college courses on the Morris campus by the
University was without official legislative authorization but legislative
support for the action was evident.
3. The decision to offer college courses at the West Central
School of Agriculture, was the result of years of effort by the West
Central Educational Development Association to have a college in the
Morris area.
k. The University of Minnesota did not consult with other
Minnesota higher education institutions prior to making their decision
in regard to Morris.
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5. The West Central Educational Development Association and the
Northwest Educational Improvement Association had the advantage of exist
ing potential college facilities including residence halls, owned by the
University which were not being utilized to full capacity.
6. The Morris agricultural school was chosen instead of Crookston
because the Morris area was more isolated from college facilities, and
had a larger potential college enrollment.
7. The West Central Educational Development Association had
successfully developed support from neighboring communities, legislators
and University officials.
8. The assurance of an adequate initial enrollment, and the offer
to assist to pay for many of the initial expenses by the West Central
Educational Development Association confirmed the selection of the Morris
agricultural school as a college site.
9. The Morris campus did not offer college level courses in
agriculture because of opposition from the University of Minnesota,
Institute of Agriculture.

One potential curriculum for the Morris

campus was eliminated before the college had begun.
10. The curriculum of the University of Minnesota, Morris, was
initially shaped by the Morris Campus Advisory Committee who recommended
freshman liberal arts courses for the first year. These courses did not
require expensive equipment or staff and the courses could be transferred
to other colleges of the University#
11#

The establishment of two junior colleges in the area, avail

able residence halls, and the success of the University of Minnesota,
Duluth, in attracting students to their four year programs influenced
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the decision for the Morris campus to become a four year college.
12.

The decision to offer a liberal arts curriculum was in part

an attempt to avoid duplicating the programs available at the state
colleges and the support of the Morris faculty for developing a quality
public liberal arts college.
13.

The students who attended the University of Minnesota,

Morris, the first three years demonstrated the need for higher education
facilities in western Minnesota.

The presence of a college had prompted

many bright students to attend college from homes where the fathers had
not completed high school.

Conclusions
On the basis of the findings of this study the following conclu
sions are made.
1. State universities do not establish branch campuses primarily
on their own initiative.
2.

Political considerations rather than educational needs tend to

dictate the creation and location of branch campuses.
3.

When and where a branch campus is established is the result

of pressure by area groups.

Generally the group which can generate the

strongest political support will be awarded a campus.
4.

The curriculum of the branch campus in its early 6tages tends

to be dictated by the home institution and often is selected on the basis
of what will be the least expensive.
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Recommendations
1. Multicampus universities dominate higher education today.
Many multicampus universities have established branch campuses within
the last few years. The reasons why these campuses were founded and
the process by which they have developed should be studied. The recently
established branch campuses afford the researcher a unique opportunity to
interview the participants involved in the establishment and development
of these campuses and to utilize primary sources. The interview method
was extremely valuable in the study reported here in explaining the
written material and providing clues as to further possible explanations
for why an action was taken.
2. College officials, legislators, and citizens involved in estab
lishing new higher education institutions should preserve in a centralized
location the minutes of meetings, memorandums, reports, letters, and news
paper clippings of their actions. These materials should be clearly
identified by authors, dates, and sources.
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Gary L. McGrath was born in Berwyn, Illinois, on October 2, 1946.
He attended elementary school in Mound, Minnesota, and graduated from
Mound High School in 1964. After one quarter at Moorhead State College
he transferred to the University of Minnesota, Morris, in January,
1965. Following graduation from the University of Minnesota, Morris,
in June, 1968, he became the director of student activities at that
campus. In 1972 he accepted an Education Professions Development Act
Fellowship to attend Western Illinois University. Upon completion of
his Master of Science degree in student personnel administration, he
enrolled in the doctoral program in higher education at Indiana Univer
sity. While attending Indiana University he served as the assistant
administrative director of Graduate Programs in the School of Business.
The Doctor of Education degree was awarded in August of 1974.
He is a member of the American Association of Higher Education,
American Personnel and Guidance Association, American College Personnel
Association, and the National Association of Student Personnel Adminis
trators.
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